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ABSTRACT 
 
 
 
INKLINGS 
 
Sarah H. Umberger, MFA 
 
George Mason University, 2014 
 
Thesis Director: Susan Shreve 
 
 
 

Since the inspiration for the short stories in this collection were ordinary happenings 

in ordinary people’s lives, readers should not expect to engage here with unusual 

characters or happenings of any kind; instead I invite readers to consider ordinary 

people’s experiences of sorrow, joy, conflict, contradiction, and change. “The Date” is 

about the disappointment of a middle-aged woman’s great expectations for the outcome 

of an encounter with a stranger. “Pas de Deux” is about the relationship between a mother 

and her young child at the time that child threatens to run away from home. “The Drive” 

is about the resentment a woman feels about the high prices dentists charge and what she 

decides to do about it. “Remembering Bert Easterly” is about a father and daughter and 

the origins of a gift-giving tradition. These short stories are not yet in final form but are 

merely drafts that I might one day develop into finished works. They are exercises in 

which a beginning fiction writer practiced fiction-writing techniques. 
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REMEMBERING BERT EASTERLY 
 
 
 

Henry Vandenheuval had inherited a talent for business and an irrepressible sense of 

humor from his father. But his love of the theatre, his flair for acting, and the quirky 

direction his humor usually took came from his mother’s family, if not precisely from his 

mother, who was a gifted portrait painter but not at all imaginative or demonstrative. As 

proof that her side of the family carried a thespian tendency as well as an artistic one, his 

mother would often cite several stories about odd Atwell relatives doing unusual things. 

But what made the matter a certainty in everyone’s minds was her brother, Henry’s uncle 

Roy, who while still a teenager had run away from home to join a vaudeville troupe.  

When Henry himself was a teenager, he would often visit Roy in New York City, 

where to Henry’s delight his uncle enjoyed a shockingly risqué life, at least by the small-

town standards with which Henry was familiar. Roy, who had found success both on and 

off Broadway and made a record of his hit, “Some Little Bug is Going to Get You 

Someday,” introduced Henry to members of The Players Club and for several years, in 

the company of one or another of Roy’s wives, spirited Henry around the city to plays, 

musicals, and speakeasies. At the height of the jazz age, in the Roaring Twenties, Roy 

nurtured the whimsical, playful nature the Atwell family had already provided Henry.  
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But Henry had been schooled from an early age to lead a more stable, respectable 

life, managing the Vandenheuval family’s manufacturing business in the small town of 

Herkimer, New York, following in the footsteps of his father and grandfather, both 

prolific inventors, each with several patents. Just out of college after the Great 

Depression, Henry took over the management of the company and learned to relegate to 

the off-hour and weekend sidelines of his life his love for odd kinds of fun and the helter-

skelter ways of the theatre and theatre people. He soon married, and he and his wife 

promptly produced three children before they were twenty-six. They settled down to raise 

a family, keep house, and satisfy the social demands of life in a small town where the 

Vandenheuval factory was the largest employer. 

Fortunately Henry and his wife, Isabella, were well matched in most if not all ways. 

She was an ambitious, scholarly woman who wanted more out of life than to stay at 

home. Henry sometimes found her reading tomes like The Decline and Fall of the Roman 

Empire while she cooked dinner, standing beside the stove with a potholder and a 

wooden spoon at the ready. “Has it burned yet?” he often joked, coming up behind her to 

peer into a pot of steaming food.  

“Umm. What?” she would answer, unable to tear herself away from the far away 

world of whatever book she was reading. 

As enthusiastic about education and the arts as Henry was about joking around and 

having fun, she and Henry soon found an outlet for their interests in an amateur theatre 

troupe in Ilion, which produced plays for the community several times a year. They acted 
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in almost every play and afterwards hosted lively parties for their friends and fellow 

players. Henry and Isabella were unusually good-looking and charismatic, and they 

attracted many people to them, both young and old. 

Fond though he was of having fun, Henry never neglected business, and among 

Henry’s many responsibilities was managing the financial affairs of his aunt Florice, a 

childless widow who had inherited from her husband’s estate several large properties in 

Syracuse. This was after a protracted battle in the courts, which had made lurid headlines 

in the local newspapers. In 1940, when she was in her early seventies, Florice, who had 

spent most of her life with her husband on Riverside Drive in New York City, lived 

comfortably in Syracuse on the income from those properties, and for some years her 

ninety-something mother, whom everyone called Mrs. Palmer, had been living with her.  

Henry dutifully made the trip from Herkimer to Syracuse several times a year to visit 

with his aunt’s accountants and lawyers and afterwards pay a call on Florice and her 

mother. In those days, before the state built the Thruway, the trip from Herkimer to 

Syracuse took three hours driving at a then fast forty miles an hour on narrow county 

roads winding through numerous small towns and long stretches of sparsely populated 

farmland. 

Realizing that the long trip would be less lonely with company, on a winter evening 

a few days before he was to go, Henry asked his three children, a boy and two girls, at 

that time aged seven, eight, and ten, if any of them would like to accompany him later 

that week. “It will mean waiting in an office for an hour or so while I meet with my 
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associates, but then we’ll visit Aunt Florice and her mother,” he told them. Whoever went 

with him would get a day off from school and dinner at the Mirbachen, a small, 

sophisticated, and very noisy German restaurant in Syracuse that they had been to several 

times before. Henry especially liked its sauerbraten and zither music. 

Henry had taken his family on car trips quite often. They’d gone to Revolutionary 

War battlefields and cemeteries, and because Henry was interested in genealogy—he’d 

made the children picture books of their ancestors with a detailed family tree—some 

weekends he’d roam the countryside with one or two of the children looking for 

ancestors’ burial places. But none of the children had gone with him on a business trip to 

Syracuse, and none of them had ever met Aunt Florice and her mother. 

Eight-year-old Catherine usually volunteered for these kinds of trips, and she did 

again this time, as he knew she would. She was the middle child and his favorite. Of all 

Henry’s children, she had the same kind of fun-loving personality and enjoyed spending 

time with him; she adored his jokes and amusing stories. The oldest daughter was the 

prim and proper valedictorian sort and didn’t want to miss a day at school; his son wasn’t 

interested in Aunt Florice and didn’t care much for German food, or so he said. Catherine 

was the only one willing to go with Henry to Syracuse to visit Florice and Florice’s 

mother, Mrs. Palmer. For Catherine it was an adventure: she knew she would have fun 

playing hooky from school with her father for a day. 

Catherine’s favorite book that winter was The Birds’ Christmas Carol, a sad story 

she had already read six times when she set out with Henry Wednesday morning, 
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intending to read it again while he took care of business. The cold day turned bleaker as 

they traveled past miles of snow-covered fields bounded by dark tree trunks and bare 

branches, which stood out starkly against the white of the fields and the gray of the 

cloudy January sky. Reminded of the scenery in a painting by Brueghel, a print of which 

hung in their upstairs hall, Catherine imagined red-hatted hunters calling out to one 

another and sleek brown dogs noisily tumbling through the snow ahead of them. She and 

Henry passed the time talking, and for a while they sang songs: “My Melancholy Baby,” 

Yes, We Have No Bananas,” “Good Morning Mr. Zip, Zip, Zip,” and other popular tunes 

like that. Then they sang Henry’s alma mater. “Far above Cayuga’s waters, with its 

waves of blue. . . .” 

They stopped once to check the oil in the car and to eat a sandwich at a diner, and on 

the last leg of the trip, Catherine helped Henry memorize his part in Angel Street, a play 

he was rehearsing with his theatre group for a performance later that month. Henry was 

playing the part of the police inspector. Catherine, always the one who helped him with 

his lines, knew almost every word by heart. 

At last the city of Syracuse came into view, and as Henry drove through traffic, 

Catherine opened her book to read the dedication once more: 

“O little ones, ye cannot know 

The power with which ye plead, 

Nor why, as on through life we go, 

The little child doth lead." 
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** 

After Henry parked the sedan on one side of Fulton Street, Catherine walked hand-

in-hand beside him down the snow-covered sidewalk into the warm storefront office 

where Henry had arranged to meet with Florice’s accountant. It was a lovely office, 

walled from floor to ceiling in golden-hued wood. Henry suggested that Catherine wait in 

one of the large leather chairs in the reception room, and she settled down to pass an hour 

or two with her book. “It was very early Christmas morning,” she read, “and in the 

stillness of the dawn, with the soft snow falling on the housetops, a little child was born 

in the Bird household . . . ” Even though Catherine knew that the little child would soon 

die, those words gave her a thrill each time she read them.  

An hour passed very quickly, and then Henry stood before her, saying, “Ready?” He 

led her out to the street, and they held hands as they walked several blocks over now 

slushy snow and patches of thin ice that covered the sidewalks. 

Henry’s aunt Florice and Florice’s mother, Mrs. Palmer, lived in an apartment in an 

old building on Syracuse’s main street. Salina Street had once been part of a classy 

shopping district and was still the home of upscale department stores, law firms, and nice 

apartments for the affluent, but since nothing much had been done to Florice’s once 

stately building since the turn of the century, it had become dark and gloomy. The 

building’s airless hallway, its floor covered with brown linoleum, smelled of talcum 

powder, sour milk, and musty foliage. A faint antiseptic, medicinal smell lingered there 
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too. Catherine recognized the slightly unpleasant mixture as the smell of places inhabited 

only by old people.  

They climbed carpeted stairs to the dimly lit second floor. Henry’s knock on the only 

door there brought Florice into view—a tall, slim, elegant woman with a professionally 

coifed cap of short gunmetal grey hair and a handsome face remarkable for being quite 

bony. She was wearing a long, stylish black dress decorated with yards of diaphanous 

drapery—Catherine had seen dresses like that only on movie stars in movies. Long, 

sparkly earrings dangled from Florice’s ears and an odd, bohemian assortment of art 

nouveau bracelets and necklaces adorned her arms and neck. 

“Henry!” Florice exclaimed fondly, before she kissed each of Henry’s cheeks. “It’s 

good to see you.” 

Henry beamed back at her. “You look well, Florice.” He reached for Catherine’s 

hand, pulling the little girl to his side. 

“I’ve brought my daughter Catherine,” he told Florice, who hadn’t noticed the child 

until then. 

Florice’s smile dimmed. She was obviously at a loss, uncertain how to talk to a 

child. She eyed Catherine’s navy blue, brass-buttoned Melton cloth coat and her felt hat. 

“How do you do, Catherine?” she said with delicate formality. 

“Oh. Here, Henry.” She gestured for them to follow her across the foyer to a closet, 

where with Henry’s help she hung their coats, and then she led them into a long narrow 

room casually furnished with beautiful antiques. In those days such rooms were called 
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parlors. It was crowded with furniture, including numerous upholstered chairs from 

various historical periods and various antique tables holding assorted knick knacks, 

figurines, photos, books, and plants.  

At the opposite end of the room, near windows that looked out on the busy comings 

and goings of Salina Street, a very little, very old woman, wearing bright yellow house 

slippers and a paler yellow floral housedress with a lace collar, sat placidly in a large 

armchair. Though her calf-length dress hid her knees, its short sleeves showed her arm 

skin sagging several inches from her flabby muscles and slender bones. She had a small, 

very pink round face topped off with stringy white hair so thin it revealed her scalp. Fine 

wisps at the back of her head were tied up in a small bun. Unlike some old people who 

drool or whose heads sag or bob, she seemed perfectly self-possessed; out of her doll-like 

face wide-open eyes looked back at Henry and Catherine pleasantly.  

Florice ushered them across the room towards the old woman, saying as she swept 

nearer, “Now, mother, here are Henry and Catherine to see you.” 

They smiled politely while the old woman smiled back, and each said, “Hello, Mrs. 

Palmer,” one after the other. 

Catherine, observing that Florice now stood behind a chair that she obviously 

wanted Catherine to sit in, settled herself diffidently beside Mrs. Palmer, then watched as 

Florice led Henry to two armchairs a few feet away, still near enough to where she sat 

beside Mrs. Palmer that she could hear them talking.  
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 “Roy visited last week,” Florice told Henry. “He’s going to do the voice of Doc in 

Snow White.” 

Henry looked happy. “That’s good news,” he answered. 

Catherine, sitting uneasily beside the utterly silent, staring Mrs. Palmer, watched 

Florice smile and wondered how long she and her father would have to stay in Florice’s 

apartment. She felt awkward sitting in the stuffy parlor with these strangers. While still 

staring at Florice, she noticed with surprise that Florice had pierced ears. It was rare in 

those days for women of Florice’s social class to have pierced ears. As everyone knew, 

only lower class Italian women had them. Catherine wondered about that. Was it proper? 

Since Florice had nice things (Catherine looked around at the nice things) and was well 

off . . .  

When she looked again at Florice’s ears, she saw that there was something odd about 

their color and texture. Like the skin on Florice’s face, the skin on Florice’s ears was grey 

and wrinkled. The holes piercing her ear lobes were as large as slits, almost big enough to 

put a finger through.  

Just then, Mrs. Palmer leaned forward in her chair and reached out to Florice and 

waved her hand—if she had been seated nearer to Florice, she would have plucked 

Florice’s sleeve.  

“Who are these people, Florice?” she asked. 

Speaking as if to someone who had difficulty hearing, Florice answered patiently in 

a loud voice, “Mother, this is Henry and Catherine. They’ve come to see you.”  
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Florice smiled at Henry and then rose from her chair to cross the room to a lowboy, a 

small table with two rows of drawers, where a black tea tray loaded with refreshments sat 

waiting. She returned bearing several fragile Victorian plates stacked with dainty cookies 

and gave one plate each to Henry and Catherine. Then she went back to the lowboy to 

pour tea into delicate little antique cups. Large heavy rings on her long bony fingers 

flashed as her hands fluttered over the tray and the drapery of her dress.  

Catherine watched Florice fill their cups with tea and then turned her attention to 

Mrs. Palmer, who was looking at a group of pictures arranged like people at a party, in 

intimate groups, on a small round table between them. Mrs. Palmer seemed determined to 

ignore everyone in the room, but just as Catherine was about to look away, Mrs. Palmer 

pointed to one of the pictures and fixed an expectant gaze upon Catherine, who promptly 

turned her head to look at whatever Mrs. Palmer wanted her to see. A medium-sized, 

rectangular silver frame surrounded the black and white image of a middle-aged man 

wearing a suit and hat, standing outdoors in what must have been warm weather. He was 

smiling. A large leafy tree stood in the background.  

“This is my friend Bert Easterly,” Mrs. Palmer said, her voice quivering slightly, as 

if she would have liked to sing his name but was too old to do so without embarrassing 

herself.  

As Catherine stared at Mrs. Palmer, she realized that the hum of conversation issuing 

from Henry and Florice’s part of the room had stopped. She looked over and saw that 

Florice, ignoring her mother’s announcement, was rearranging the folds of her dress.  
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Henry dove into the slightly awkward silence with a friendly splash, “Is that so?” he 

asked Mrs. Palmer. He learned forward and smiled at her. “How nice!” Then he winked 

at Catherine, as if to say, “Don’t worry. You don’t have to try to talk to her.” They shared 

a knowing look and Catherine relaxed.  

Following Henry’s example, Catherine nodded her head at Mrs. Palmer and 

murmured politely, “That’s nice.” She looked at the man in the picture and then at her 

father . 

Florice took a dainty bite from the edge of a small cookie and smiled wanly.  

Mrs. Palmer’s gaze now rested in her lap, where she seemed to be contemplating 

fond memories of the man in the picture, Catherine thought. She must be remembering 

the wonderful things he had done and how much he meant to her. 

Henry and Florice resumed talking, and for several minutes Catherine listened. 

Every now and then she glanced uneasily at Mrs. Palmer out of the corner of her eye. 

When Mrs. Palmer suddenly looked up, this time bracing her elbows on the arms of 

her chair as she leaned slightly forward toward Florice, Catherine was ready. 

“Who are these people, Florice?” Mrs. Palmer asked. 

In the same tone of voice with which Florice had introduced them at first but more 

slowly, Florice repeated, “This is Henry and his daughter Catherine, Mother.”  

Fascinated, Catherine watched Mrs. Palmer lean back against the soft cushions of 

her chair. Then Catherine waited for what she knew was coming. It seemed that Mrs. 

Palmer had suffered the repeated introductions only long enough to gain the confidence 
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she needed to point to the middle-aged man whose features were so hard for them to 

make out. His hat, from a distance, seemed to hide most of his face. “This is my friend 

Bert Easterly,” she told them again.  

At least the man pictured inside the silver frame was someone Mrs. Palmer couldn’t 

forget.  

** 

They made another trip some months after that, and it was the same thing all over 

again. Mrs. Palmer didn’t recognize them. Florice re-introduced them, but after a minute 

or two Mrs. Palmer would ask Florice who they were—it seemed to Catherine that she 

asked every few minutes—and Florice would tell her again and again. In between times 

Mrs. Palmer would examine the photographs on the table and point, always to the same 

one, saying, “This is my friend Bert Easterly.”  

Each time they would look at the picture and murmur, “Oh, how nice.” Like talking 

to a very young child, it was never necessary for them to struggle to keep things going or 

to wonder what to say, because every two or three minutes Mrs. Palmer would first ask 

who they were and then urge them to look at the picture of Bert Easterly. Nothing ever 

progressed beyond that, and eventually they made their goodbyes.  

Had he been one of Mrs. Palmer’s beaux, a dashing aviator who disappeared in a 

fiery explosion over France during World War I? Was he a Good Samaritan who once 

saved her younger brother from a burning building? Maybe he was a missionary who 

disappeared in China, and Mrs. Palmer had been the last person to see him alive. He 
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might have been a war hero who, after serving in Cuba with Teddy Roosevelt, returned to 

find that his fiancée had married another man, but he overcame his grief and vowed to be 

her lifelong friend. 

Florice never explained and they never asked about the middle-aged man named 

Bert Easterly whom Mrs. Palmer seemed eager to introduce to them. He was a mystery, 

an unknown person they kept hearing about—part of a funny, slightly bizarre incident 

that became funnier each time they visited. Even when driving home, they never 

questioned who he was. His name—Catherine said it was the name of a wind that shakes 

farm trees and drops their fruits whole and ripe many miles away—was their secret, 

smilingly referred to only at special times. Bert himself remained unexplained. 

How surprised Catherine was the next Christmas, though, when an unexpected gift 

appeared under the tree after everyone had opened their presents. Henry said it was for 

her. Snow had fallen all day from a heavy cloud-covered sky, adding another layer to the 

cold white blanket that covered the small village. Inside their brightly lit home, Henry 

and his wife and children had gathered in the living room.  

Seated cross-legged next to the Christmas tree, Catherine held her gaudily wrapped 

present and opened the card to see who had given it to her. When she saw the name “Bert 

Easterly,” she gasped and felt a shock of tingly laughter sweep quickly over her from 

head to toe. “It’s from Bert,” she said, smiling at her father. “Bert Easterly,” she told the 

others shyly. 

“Bert?” her sister repeated suspiciously. 
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“Bert who?” asked her mother. 

Catherine unwrapped the present as her mother had taught her to do, snipping 

carefully at the edges of the scotch tape with a pair of scissors and then gently lifting the 

wrapping paper away from the box without tearing it. After folding the paper and setting 

it carefully aside, she lifted the lid off a small white box. 

Inside was a Mickey Mouse watch. She smiled at Henry. 

Sitting on the sofa next to Henry, Isabella leaned toward him to whisper into his ear. 

“Who’s Bert Easterly,” she asked. 

Wearing his poker face, Henry said, “A friend of Catherine’s.” 

When the others looked at him vacantly, he added, “an admirer,” making Catherine 

laugh. Then he grinned widely and his chest began to heave with silent laughter. 

The next year, Bert gave Henry a box of homemade fudge, and two years later, after 

Henry’s father died, Bert moved Henry to tears with the gift of a large framed photograph 

of Henry’s father in “The Torment,” his beloved sailboat. 

A few years later Catherine stopped accompanying Henry on those visits to Syracuse 

to attend to Florice’s business and to visit with Florice and her mother. But presents and 

cards from Bert continued to arrive every now and then. And this went on well into 

Catherine’s adulthood, long after even Henry’s visits to his aunt Florice had ceased and 

both Florice and Mrs. Palmer had gone to their graves. 
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Sometimes Bert sent interesting books or a box of beautifully wrapped ripe golden 

pears. On her thirty-fifth birthday he sent Catherine an expensive recording of The St. 

Matthew’s Passion and a postcard from Saskatchewan.  

Wish you were here, it said—Bert Easterly.  

Cards sometimes came from places as far away as Moscow, Monaco, or Cairo, and a 

few times, when Catherine was living in New York City with her husband and children, 

he amazed her with a note under her door. 

So sorry to have missed you—Bert.  

How hard it was to see him in person or to get him to step out of the past didn’t 

matter—he belonged there somehow—beloved by Mrs. Palmer and now Henry and 

Catherine—forever young at heart, always surprising—the man who can’t be forgotten 

and who always reminds you of that.  
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THE DRIVE 
 
 
 

Late in the afternoon in a suburban area sixty miles north of New York City, Ellen 

was in her car driving on a newly paved county road under a radiant leafy canopy. 

Sunlight reflected off the yellow, orange, and red leaves of large trees on either side of 

road. Nature seemed both wildly generous and extremely happy, and Ellen felt unusually 

light-hearted, almost buoyant. The narrow road twisted this way and that through the 

fiery golden tunnel, and the gold-tinged orange and red leaves seemed to promise her a 

reprieve from disappointment, a hoped-for transformation. Now and then, an opening in 

the columns of trees appeared and she glanced at pretty lawns and attractive suburban 

homes in woodsy nooks. She was all but alone on the road; only a few cars passed hers at 

crossings going east while she headed south, her destination a dentist’s office in a town in 

New Jersey. Though the temperature outside was in the low fifties, she kept the window 

beside her half open. She had the car’s heater on low and she was dressed warmly. 

She would be forty-five years old in December. For a large part of her life, she had 

studied acting and worked as a waitress; now she worked as a college test-prep tutor, 

using her exclusive education at an ivy-league college to attract clients but barely eking 

out a living from low wages and an irregular schedule. A week ago, she’d lost another 

tooth—she chalked up this minor disaster to the effects of long-term poverty, mainly, and 
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to genetics (bad luck, apparently) and ignorance (she hadn’t been told how to care for her 

teeth) in smaller but equal parts. How unlike leaves are teeth, she reflected. Now she had 

to have another root canal. She quickly calculated the amount of money she’d given to 

dentists over the years and, it seemed, would continue to give to them. Her teeth were 

always a problem, and she had never had dental insurance to help pay dentists’ bloated 

bills.  

No doubt dentists owned some of these lovely houses she was passing, she thought, 

as she rounded a curve in the road and the columns of trees on either side gave way to a 

view of manicured lawns and pretty houses, some of them monstrously large. Her money 

had bought several dentists nice furniture, a flagstone path to a swimming pool, golf 

clubs, Christmas presents . . . what a lot of Christmas presents she had given dentists, she 

reflected.  

She checked the street names to confirm that she was on the right route. Ah yes, that 

quaint little barn-like building up ahead, just off the corner—she knew where she was. 

She remembered the corner because she’d passed it from another direction while driving 

to a student’s house. She remembered the student’s house: a small castle filled with 

furniture that looked as if it had been made for giants. Two maids had silently fluttered 

around the massive kitchen while she’d sat at a table with her student, a limp-limbed 

teenage girl who talked in a wispy baby voice. The house was spotless and perfect, 

decorated to a designer’s standards. Male workers excavating a place for a pool behind 

the house had made a disturbing amount of noise, however. As she’d watched the maids, 
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she’d realized that the tutoring company that employed her paid her less than the owners 

of the house paid their maids. She differed from the maids mainly in being better 

educated, but her education was as useless as a noble title was to a pauper. It didn’t 

provide her with a house, comfortable furniture, savings to see her through old age, self-

respect. 

West River Road was supposed to turn into some other road that would take her into 

the town where the dentist had an office. If it did not become the other road, and soon, 

she realized, she would be lost and late. She wished that she, like the road, could turn into 

something else. Something like a Cinderella with a fairy-tale prince—that would be a 

princely solution, she told herself. She already had a surfeit of jealous, scheming female 

relatives and a father who was unable to prevent her exploitation or provide her with a 

model of positive aggression. But she had no fairy godmother; ergo, she had no princely 

solution in the wings. 

When she arrived in the New Jersey town that was her destination, she pulled into 

the parking lot behind a block of stores and took the spot marked “reserved for wellness 

center clients.” Since she was a half hour early, she decided to walk down the block to 

the corner. She passed a small storefront and stopped, then went back to look through the 

window. She would go inside, she decided. It was one of those expensive boutique stores, 

the inside displaying antique cupboards, armoires, tables, bureaus, elegant chairs draped 

with textiles, bed coverings, shawls, clothing. Table tops and shelves held bath items and 
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perfumed lotions. She wished she could be one of the people who could indulge in such 

beautiful, expensive things. 

She moved quietly through the door and then carefully around the objects on display, 

admiring. When her progress around the room brought her near to the woman seated 

behind the counter, she told the woman that she was only looking. She asked a few 

questions about the French bureau with leafy carvings, finished in a distressed white with 

light-blue tints. It looked like an antique. A matching bed and chair also looked antique. 

Then she noticed that the store’s walls looked old because they had been painted to look 

old. It was odd, she thought, how much money people would spend to make something 

look old and run down. The elaborate and expensive finish made the walls look damaged, 

as if plaster had fallen off in places, but in the soft lighting it seemed as wonderful as 

everything else in the small room. She asked the owner for the name of the person who 

had done the walls and the owner gave her the artist’s card. Then she left the store as 

carefully as she’d entered it, wondering what the owner must think of her, a woman 

dressed in simple clothes, with a plain hairstyle, no makeup on her face, no jewelry, 

nothing expensive looking about her at all. Whatever would she do with the artist’s 

name? Though it would be nice to have a room with walls painted like that, she thought. 

But she didn’t own the apartment she lived in, and even if the landlord allowed her to 

paint the walls, she didn’t have the money to pay for it—the dentist was getting all of her 

extra money. 
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Back at the dentist’s office, she found a seat in the waiting room where a mother and 

three children were monopolizing most of the available space and making a lot of noise. 

When they left a half hour later, she began talking with the older woman in the seat 

across from her and learned that the woman had an appointment ahead of hers. Another 

two people came into the room and seated themselves, and Ellen wondered if they, too, 

had appointments ahead of hers.  

She waited fifteen minutes more before she walked up to the receptionist and asked 

her how long it would be before she would be seen. The receptionist appeared to consider 

an evasive answer but, changing her mind, admitted that it would be another hour at least. 

“There have been several emergencies,” she said. “The people who just walked in 

are another emergency.” 

“How could this have happened?” Ellen asked the receptionist. It wasn’t fair, she 

thought. Doctors were always running behind schedule because they overbooked, but 

they told patients to come early to their appointments. It seemed to Ellen that the easy 

acquisition of money too often affected the quality of their services. 

“It’s our policy to take emergencies,” the receptionist answered. 

“But I’ve been sitting here for an hour already. Why didn’t you tell me that I was 

being pushed back?” 

The receptionist suggested that Ellen come back the next day, then advised against it 

because something was bound to come up then too.  
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Ellen took her seat again and spoke in low, disapproving tones to the woman across 

from her, who told her she had been waiting for over two hours. The dentist was too 

busy, Ellen thought. She counted the people in the waiting room and calculated the 

money he was making from the group. He obviously didn’t care how much he 

inconvenienced his clients but charged them the same no matter what. A tutor would 

never get away with that. 

“This isn’t right,” Ellen said, shaking her head, and the woman sitting across from 

her agreed.  

She got up and told the receptionist that she would be back in an hour.  

Noticing a restaurant next to the entrance to the dentist’s office, she decided to spend 

ten dollars on dinner. It might be the last meal she could eat for a while, after the dentist 

did the root canal. The nice waiter got a two-dollar tip. Though the restaurant was nearly 

empty, she couldn’t afford to be more generous. Ellen considered telling the young waiter 

about dentists. “People like me,” she might have told him, “go after creativity and art; 

dentists and people like that go after money. They take the little extra money people like 

us have.” 

“Dentists,” she said to the dentist upstairs as she sat in the leather reclining chair 

under the bright lights, “are causing me a lot of trouble. Don’t you think you charge too 

much?” she asked him. 

“I charge just what other dentists charge for these things,” he said. 
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The gold wedding ring on the fourth finger of his left hand caught her attention, and 

she briefly considered his physical appearance and demeanor. Could she fall in love with 

someone like him? she wondered.  

“I’ve had dentists suggest,” she said, “that I pay a small fortune to have implants.” 

She paused for effect and looked into his eyes to see if he understood. Encountering only 

a blank stare, she explained. “What I’d have to spend would be enough for a down-

payment on a house. But I can see that they are thinking only of the money they’d make. 

They never consider the suffering I’d go through to raise that money and then pay off the 

debt, while going without a home or savings . . .”  

She saw a flicker of understanding in his eyes, a prick of alarm, a brief moment of 

discomfort. He made no comment, but went on with his work. 

Thirty minutes later, finished with her tooth, he assured her with a brisk air of 

authority that it would be all right, as if the it stood for something much larger and more 

significant than the single tooth he’d repaired—all her teeth, all the money she’d given to 

dentists over the years and would continue to give to dentists who charged much too 

much to fix teeth. She gave the receptionist a check for $1200 and left. 

No hint of the brilliant autumn day remained outside. As she drove in the dark past 

the darker shadows of trees and houses beside the road, she thought of her many 

problems. An idea came to her, then. She could marry a dentist. “I’ll use the same 

strategies dentists use to convince their clients that they deserve lots of money, and I’ll 

make a dentist need me,” she decided. It was a way to recover her losses and find social 
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justice, too. But it was only a desperate, impossible idea born in the dark night of the 

need to get home, where she at least had the illusion that she could protect herself from 

rapacious economic predators.  
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PAS DE DEUX 
 
 
 

“I’m leaving,” I told my mother. All seven years of me meant it.  

 “All right,” she said.  

I watched her thin bare forearms vanish into the kitchen sink. Still wearing her 

school teacher’s clothes and with her hard unseeing back facing me, she continued 

scrubbing pots in the soapy water.  

It struck me then that she didn’t think I could, and that’s why she wasn’t reacting at 

all. She wasn’t even pretending to care. 

  “I’m leaving right now,” I shouted, glaring at her hotly from the doorway. I was 

disgusted at her incredible selfishness; her lack of concern about never seeing me again 

was just one more example. 

She pulled her left arm out of the sink and reached a wet hand over to the small 

corner stove.  

“Where will you go?” she asked, sounding only mildly curious. She moved a 

saucepot on top of the stove into the sink.  

I disliked her even more because I didn’t know.  

Of course I hadn’t had time to think about that! But anyway, where didn’t seem to be 

the important point just then. 
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“I’m not going to tell you,” I yelled, throwing my words at her back as hard as I 

could. I hoped she staggered under the impact and that I hurt her as much as she had hurt 

me. When she found her balance again, I wanted her to turn around and admit to my face 

that I had every reason in the world to be angry with her.  

She had discouraged me—again—from doing something that I believed I could do, 

with a little help from her, maybe. The reason, I knew, was that she was feeling unhappy 

and mean. It wasn’t just that she was tired, because she was always tired. Telling me I 

couldn’t do it, added to her other acts of unkindness, was more than I could bear. 

I was going to give her one more chance, though, so I waited. 

Just above my mother’s bowed head a grim window looked out on the grey wall of a 

nearby building. A few cheerless windows looked back. Four flights below, a narrow 

alleyway ran between the buildings. Only a little bit of stale, sooty air came in through 

the windows on that side of the apartment. The other side of the apartment had no 

windows at all.  

At suppertime a circular fluorescent bulb on the ceiling filled our little yellow 

kitchen with unnaturally bright light. Larnice’s husband Roscoe had told us he saw purple 

grapes up there, and though I knew he was only joking when he said that, it was my habit 

whenever I was in the kitchen to look up at the light, trying to see what he thought looked 

like grapes—probably the discolored parts of the ancient white bulb. Roscoe didn’t come 

to our apartment very often to pick up Larnice, who looked after me when I was ill and 

my mother had to go to work, but when he did he always joked about it; and usually 
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when I was in the kitchen and the light was on I thought of him and of the grapes. Just 

then, however, laughing was the farthest thing from my mind; I had forgotten about 

happiness. 

My mother was draining the sink of dirty water. I listened impatiently to the ugly 

sucking sound as the last bit of water went down fast. She started pulling dishes one by 

one from the rack beside the sink—dishes I would have gladly smashed against the floor 

while she watched. 

“I don’t think you can go very far,” she said. She began stacking plates on the 

counter. 

Every muscle in my body froze, as if nailed in place by a thousand cruel spikes 

hammered into my flesh by someone who was supposed to care for me and encourage 

me. It seemed, by far, the most awful humiliation I had ever suffered. 

 “I won’t te-te-ll you whe-re I’m going,” I said, mopping my fingers frantically over 

my eyes.  

Turning quickly, I bumped up against the doorframe, then pushed myself away and 

ran down the hall stretching from one end of the windowless side of the apartment to the 

other.  

I knew where the suitcases were kept. The one I liked best was small enough for me 

to carry. It was a hard leather suitcase the color of the cleaned underside of a wild 

animal’s skin, tan and pale yellow mixed together. It was old and a little stained, but the 
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inside was lined with a silky chocolate-brown material, and I admired the roomy side 

pockets with elastic collars that held the pocket tops tight against the sides of the suitcase.  

As I pulled it out from under all the other suitcases stacked at the bottom of a hall 

closet, tremors like the aftershocks of an earthquake shook my body. I hugged the plain 

little suitcase—it seemed unbearably beautiful—and I rested my head against it. At times 

I had been kinder to my mother and had made excuses for her, but this time it was 

impossible to forgive her or forget how much she had hurt me. I had to leave. She 

wouldn’t be able to stop hurting me.  

I wiped my eyes clumsily with a shaking hand. There was no sound in the apartment; 

no one was hurrying down the creaking hall floor after me. My mother must have gone to 

her room. She wasn’t going to rescue me. She didn’t care whether I went away forever. 

I stood up and carried the suitcase into my room, determined to do what I had to 

nobly. The anger that had consumed me moments before had vanished completely and in 

its place was a profound feeling of sorrow; I felt it reaching into the center of my being 

and surrounding me like a second skin. Everything else had been emptied out. It was as if 

the world was about to end and I was one of the few people still alive in it. The lonely life 

I would lead for however long the world lasted seemed as certain as the beating of my 

own aching heart.  

While tears fell again from my eyes, I packed what I thought I would need—my 

favorite clothes, my “rest hour” blanket, a Raggedy Anne and a much-loved Teddy bear 

(I murmured his name and pressed my lips to his cheek)—and then I closed the top of the 
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little suitcase and carried it down the hall into the living room. Inside, to the left of the 

door, there was a delicate antique table with a fragile porcelain oriental lamp on it, both 

gifts to my mother which she treasured. I put the suitcase down next to two of the thin 

table legs and I crawled under the table. I needed to think. 

I sat there for a long time, listening to the cars and buses roaring past our apartment 

on their way up Madison Avenue. On the opposite side of the room in front of two open 

windows, once translucent white curtains now grey with embedded soot blew against 

rusty window guards bolted to the window ledges. 

In, out; in, out . . . Their movements matched my chest’s faint heaving. Where would 

I go? I could hear the cars and buses, motors grunting, exhausts groaning, their noises 

blending, forming one huge cacophonous jumble outside. Nothing was ever quiet in our 

neighborhood. It wasn’t like the detached tree-lined cloister of Peter Cooper Village’s 

facing courtyards and shaded walkways. Three years ago we had moved from that 

beautiful area to an ugly building on Madison Avenue just two blocks south of Spanish 

Harlem. Our odd-looking old building stood just below a line I imagined divided those 

scary badlands, visible from the living room windows, from uptown Manhattan’s 

doorman-protected Eastside, across from Central Park, where I had trekked dirt paths 

carefully to avoid tripping on tree roots and climbed the jungle gym in the cement-paved 

playground.  

Sitting there under the table facing the windows and listening to the din of traffic 

outside, I considered the world I would have to wander in search of shelter and 
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companionship. It seemed to me a mean, dirty, noisy, smelly, colorless world dominated 

by machines. Joyless and unfeeling, the machines raced around menacingly through a 

city overflowing with people who didn’t speak to each other or look kindly at each other 

as they rushed around after the machines before being swallowed up in the darkness 

completely.  

I had nowhere to go, and I sat there trying to come to terms with the fact that my 

mother was right—I couldn’t go just then. Someday I would go, though—and go much 

farther than she expected. I promised myself then that someday I would walk out with my 

suitcase in hand¸ and even if it felt like the end of the world, I would have somewhere to 

go and someone to go to, even though I was injured because I never got the apology I 

deserved for the terrible harm done to me. I vaguely understood then that I was 

rehearsing for that day and for the great distance I would have to go without her. 
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MANGAN’S LITTLE SISTER 
 
 
 

When his school let out for the day, my brother used to play with the other boys on 

North Richmond Street until it was time for our tea. I used to listen to their loud voices 

carry into the house as I did my chores, though I might as well have been listening to 

furtive whispers: I rarely heard their words distinctly and seldom knew exactly what they 

were doing. I could only imagine those things my brother would never tell me.  

Mother always had me help her cook and clean in the afternoons. She kept an 

attractive home, everyone said, and as I stood in the doorways or moved through the 

rooms, I often admired the clever way she had arranged the furniture and the many 

colours and textures she combined to such good effect. As the only daughter of the house, 

I kept the place polished and scrubbed. Like a practiced soloist in our church choir, I 

labored effortlessly on the beauty of it. Sometimes I even dared to do a little rearranging, 

shifting our best furniture here or there to make our home look even more handsome.  

But it was a hard fortune to always be confined inside the house and I envied my 

brother and his friends the freedom of running loose on the streets, even after dark. Our 

parents would never condone such wild, brazen behavior from girls—not the whooping 

or screeching and slapping each other and tumbling about together, scrambling around in 
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the alleys behind the houses—no. None of the girls I knew ever played rough. For us it 

was always Keep your legs together and be careful of your clothes, ladies. 

In the evenings my father sat in the parlour in his favorite chair reading the Dublin 

Evening Mail while I played the piano. Since I often played pieces I knew well, I could 

daydream as my fingers moved across the keys and I sometimes felt I was flying or 

reaching out to the wind and the stars, touching those things that seemed untouchable or 

far away, doing things it was impossible to do. Images of people and places would often 

glimmer around me, and something of their spirit or my feelings about them would move 

me to ecstasy, joy, gladness, or sorrow as a melody rose or fell or as the mood of the 

music became lighter or darker. Always there in that glimmering haze was the image of 

the one boy I liked above any other. I saw his sensitive face and lovely eyes, deep as the 

sky above. 

Never could I allow my older brother to discover my secret, of course, for I knew he 

would tease me cruelly—and persecute the boy I liked, too. I had often heard his friends 

make fun of any boy who liked a girl, and whichever boy talked kindly to one of us 

would be singled out for ridicule, his romantic folly roasted black. It was their manly 

creed and not their natural character that made them churlish, but I was glad then that no 

one knew about my feelings for Aidan, the dark-haired, slender boy who lived with his 

aunt and uncle across the street from us.  

Aidan crossed my path everyday on the way to school, and I all but counted his 

footsteps behind me until we went our separate ways at Prince Street. I thought it strange 
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that we always went to school at the same time, and I wondered if he followed me on 

purpose, but I was too shy to stop and speak to him to find out. Although I sometimes 

allowed myself to imagine that he liked me, my mother’s frequent warnings against 

female vanity and the lessons we learned in school about Eve’s terrible sin kept me 

doubtful and silent. I never mentioned my hopes to anyone. Aidan always hurried past me 

anyway. 

Still, every evening that I went out to summon my brother to tea I searched for 

Aidan in the dark mob of boys lurking in the shadows, trying to find his delicate face in 

the surly group as they approached our lighted stoop. Seeing instead the sneers on some 

of their faces as they came into view, I supposed they felt superior to a shy girl wearing 

an ugly brown tunic whose older brother liked to tease her about the way she looked. But 

I let myself imagine that one day Aidan would defend me against my brother’s habitual 

meanness. And he would do this somehow without provoking a war with the others that 

would be my fault.  

All the trouble between boys and girls was naturally to be laid at the feet of the girl, 

as I had learned from so many of the conversations between my parents and my mother 

and her friends. But I thought that Aidan might be brave enough to treat that inevitable 

trouble gently. My parents would never allow us to walk out together while I was still in 

school, yet I imagined that the years would pass in secret understanding until Aidan and I 

were old enough to marry. Or, if he liked some other girl, I could bear it because I 

admired him. In that case we might still be good friends, I thought, though no other girl I 
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knew could say that a boy was just a friend. Everyone I knew thought a boy wanted only 

one thing from a girl and didn’t have much use for her apart from that. Aidan seemed a 

different kind of boy, maybe because he seemed kinder than the others. 

One evening I arrived home late from school. It was past time to feed the fire in the 

front room; even the walls there felt chilled. A cold wind squeezed in around both 

windows’ edges, making the curtains wobble uneasily against the sills, and a wayward 

tree branch in the front yard scratched desperately against the house while the shouts of 

the boys carousing outside came near. All the boys were out that evening, the boisterous 

sounds of their fun and games overpowering the fragile sensibilities of old Mrs. Doyle 

nearby, who yelled at them from her window to keep it down. One of the boys called out 

distinctly—Get him—and started a chase that took their lively voices to the far end of the 

street for some time.  

In the kitchen where Father O’Reilly and my mother sat drinking tea, steam rose 

steadily from the kettle on the stove while that night’s stew bubbled over the edge of the 

big iron pot. The priest had come from Our Lady of Sorrows an hour earlier with awful 

news, which my mother and father had received with grave faces in the front room. 

Another girl, everyone thought it was Kathleen Nolan (the priest wouldn’t say her name) 

had been cast into hell with a baby in her belly. She was to be a terrible lesson to us all, 

Mother Superior had told us at the convent assembly that morning, putting the fear of 

God into everyone there. Some of the girls had cried later and had to ask permission to go 

home early; others had sat in the classrooms with eyes glazed over all the rest of the day 
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And that, I knew, would be the last anyone saw of Kathleen. 

—Chop the leeks, my mother told me. —Hurry please. And set a place for the Father 

at the table.  

With steady strokes of the knife, I sliced the white bulbs and tough green stalks and 

scooped the pieces up and into the stew pot. Hot dark stew juice splattered onto my 

uniform. I hurried to the sink to clean off the stains, glancing quickly at my mother to see 

if she had noticed. 

—What’s done is done, Father, I heard her say. —We can only pray for the poor 

suffering girl and for her poor ill-used mother and father.  

At a nod from the priest when she lifted the teapot, she poured more tea into the 

priest’s cup. 

—But what is to become of the other young people in today’s wicked world, Father? 

And what are their poor parents to do? Clenching her teeth and lips together tightly, she 

drew her dark brows together and leveled a look of pained inquiry at the priest. With her 

long slender hands once again empty, she positioned her left elbow on the tabletop and 

fitted her chin into the curled cup of her palm. 

Just then I remembered an O’Carolan air Kathleen’s sister had played on her harp 

one Friday evening for a charity concert. Pity is a shroud, I thought, and I tried but failed 

to fit those words to the tune I remembered. The pantry floor creaked underfoot as I 

carried our best dishes from the lower shelf into the dining room. Each plate thudded 
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softly as I laid it down on the covered tabletop; then, letting them clink lightly against 

one another, I quickly arranged the forks and knives, the spoons and glasses.  

Looking up towards the windows when I was done, I saw the last purplish light of 

day disappearing and the dark forms of men returning from work. They hurried past our 

house down the darkening street to their families.  

—Your father will be back soon, my mother called out from the kitchen.  

I knew I should put on my coat before I went out to get Mangan, but I wanted to feel 

the cold air on my skin. The street was nearly silent when I raised my voice and called 

out…once…twice…pausing to listen…and then again.  

A few minutes later a group of shadows skulked towards the lighted steps where I 

waited. Some of the boys grumbled their goodbyes and took off towards their own 

homes; then a pair of them began fighting over their caps at the edge of the street and 

Mangan halted beside them to referee. While I waited for him, as I always did, I saw 

Aidan turn and, as if he intended to speak to me, draw near.  

—Oh, no! I thought. And—yes, I wish . . . If I could come to you . . . 

When at last he reached the step below, I bowed my head, unable to look at him. 

Seconds of silence stretched out unbearably. How stupidly awkward I must seem, I 

realized—everything I had wanted to ask him had flown from my mind like a flock of 

frightened birds. I reached out to the railings to keep myself steady; one hand closed 

tightly around one of the spikes, and with the other hand I began to play with my silver 
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bracelet, turning it around and around my wrist as I gave up the struggle to think of 

something to say.  

Suddenly I remembered that one of the girls at school had complained that Kathleen 

had ruined her hopes of going to the bazaar that Saturday.  

—Was he was going? I asked him. —Was he was going to Araby? 

As I uttered the words, some part of me seemed to float up out of my body to a point 

above us. I could see the two of us standing together, but I could not hear very well what 

he said. I was no longer feeling cold. The floating part of me told him that I knew Araby 

would be wonderful and that I would love to go. 

—And why can’t you? he asked. 

I guessed then that the news about Kathleen hadn’t reached him yet, or that boys 

scoffed at such sordid examples of folly concerning females. Mangan would feel no 

sympathy for that sort of girl. I gave Aidan the only excuse I could think of: I told him 

there would be a retreat that week at my convent. It was a lie I would have to confess to 

later, but my parents would refuse to let me go alone or with my friends, and Mangan 

would never take me.  

—It’s well for you, I told him. Boys his age could come and go as they pleased. 

And then, for all the tight hold on the railing I had, the other parts of me floated 

completely out of my body as I heard him say that, if he went, he would bring me 

something. High up above the houses and into the stars I went, floating into the twinkling 

darkness. 
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How little prepared I was for the buoyant ecstasy I felt all that evening or the heavy 

sadness afterwards bringing me back to earth. A chasm had separated us before, but after 

speaking with him I felt linked to him by an all-encompassing web of sensitive threads; it 

seemed a door had opened between us and I wanted to keep it open, to feel him near me 

and commune with him always. That night before bed, when I brushed my hair free of its 

braid, I imagined wearing my hair loose in front of him. I wondered what it would feel 

like, for once, not to worry about the consequences of my appearance. I decided that I 

would trust him. But as this possibility played through my mind, I realized that instead of 

only Aidan seeing what I could be, all the other boys would notice too, and if my brother 

were to see me like that standing near Aidan, he would condemn me. My mother and 

father would forbid it.  

On the way to school the next morning, I expected Aidan to follow me and, when 

our paths crossed, to speak to me again or to wave at me in a friendly way; I had 

practiced a few words to say to him, and I wanted to see his face and show him how 

happy I was. He left his house soon after I did, and I heard his footsteps on the street 

behind me, as usual. But at Prince Street he hurried past without saying a word, just as he 

had always done.  

I thought we had become friends, but I guessed it was still too new and fragile a 

friendship to mention to my other friends, and I was sure that they would 

misunderstand—they would remind me in no uncertain terms that a boy could never be a 

friend to a girl. But when each morning that week Aidan followed me as usual and passed 
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by without speaking to me, I worried that I might have misunderstood. On Friday 

morning Peg Donovan took one look at me and said I must be ill I was so pale. She 

pinched my cheeks hard before I had a chance to step back, and I nearly slapped her 

hands away.  

One of the other girls saw the anger in my eyes and opened her own eyes wide. 

—What’s got into you, Maire Brennan? she asked loudly, and she laughed so 

crudely that all the girls nearby turned and leered at me as two of the Sisters bore down 

upon us with scowling faces.  

Then the dull yellow walls of the corridor crowded with giggling secondary school 

girls in brown uniforms closed in upon me. My friends turned as one and pushed me in 

front of them, prodding me to walk forward before the first bell rang. 

** 

In my bed at home Saturday night, instead of sleeping I lay awake thinking of Aidan. 

I imagined how it would be if I had been allowed to go with him to Araby. At first we 

would walk together carefully so as not to brush up against each other. Out of the corner 

of my eye, I would watch the space between our bodies and notice Aidan watching it 

nervously too. The crowd of people milling about the bazaar would sometimes jostle us 

into one another, and gradually we would become used to being close; then we would 

smile or laugh when our bodies touched. I would ask him what he did with himself in the 

evenings, and how it was with his aunt and uncle. I wanted to know what he thought of 

me. And did he know I played the piano? Of course I knew he would have heard the 
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sound of it coming through the windows and the thin walls of our house. I guessed he had 

a fine voice, and which were his favorite melodies? I wanted to know. Oh, that one, 

really? Yes, for me too. Oh yes, that would be splendid. Amidst the colored lights 

flooding the bazaar, our attention would be drawn to the exotic wares in the stalls, but the 

smile on his face would seem more wonderful than anything else there. And when it was 

all over, when they extinguished the lights in the hall above us and the colored lanterns 

dimmed, we would walk out together, unconcerned about touching or seeming too eager 

to touch.  

Surely we would be friends at last. 

** 

A thin film of frost covered the hard ground when I walked past our neighbor’s yard 

Monday morning. The birds had taken refuge wherever birds go. Only the steamy snort 

of a horse standing in front of the house and the jingle of its harness interrupted the quiet. 

Here and there men opened doors to leave their wives and houses, and sleepy children 

tumbled out to hurry after them down the street. 

Listening in vain for the sound of Aidan’s footsteps behind me, I trudged past the 

facing rows of somber houses, past the gloomy churchyard and the deserted public square 

just before Prince Street where our paths usually crossed. But he never again followed me 

to school, and I knew then that I had been foolish to believe he was different from the 

other boys. He would never be my friend. To Aidan I was only Mangan’s little sister, a 
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shy and awkward school girl—not a beautiful young lady he might have taken with him 

to Araby, nor the one I was certain he had found there. O love! O love!   
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THE LIST 
 
 
 

Kate Barton leaned her head out the kitchen doorway to call down the hall to her 

eight-year-old daughter. “Emily, are you ready?” Then she held her breath in anticipation 

of a negative answer or something that would be even harder for her to respond to. 

 It was her daughter’s first day at a new school and Kate was dreading another scene 

like the one the night before, when Emily had cried and pleaded to be allowed to stay 

home rather than present herself, as she knew she should, at school.  

“There’s no point in putting it off,” Kate had told her. “It won’t get any easier if you 

start some other day.”  

Kate knew, of course, that the advice might not be true, but it seemed like the sort of 

advice that most people would give a child who was shy and prone to worry and who 

preferred to avoid challenging situations. And Kate was prepared to repeat the advice 

again this morning if it would get Emily to do what she wanted her to do.  

In answer to Kate’s question, Emily appeared at the kitchen door, a navy blue 

sweater tied around her waist and a favorite pink knapsack hitched over a shoulder. Kate 

studied Emily’s pale face and wooden posture and decided that the worst was over. She 

finished packing her briefcase and handed Emily a small bag of snacks. After looking 
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around the kitchen for anything she might have forgotten, she turned off the lights and 

followed Emily out of the house. 

Kate intended to get Emily settled at her new school before going off to work. By 

spending a little time with her in her classroom, Kate thought, she could show Emily that 

making new friends wasn’t as difficult or as painful as she supposed.   

As they drove across town to the school, Kate gave Emily what she considered more 

good advice. “Smile at everyone to show them you’re happy; happy people get friends, 

not sad or worried people.” “Try not to worry,” she added, looking at Emily’s pinched 

expression. “I put extra candies in with your snacks. You can offer them to some of the 

other children. That’s a good way to make friends. People like generous people.” 

At the school they joined a group of children and parents streaming through the wide 

entrance. Kate took hold of Emily’s hand and looked around. The main office was to the 

left. A man in a suit was standing in the doorway, gazing at the crowd, a nametag pinned 

to his handkerchief pocket. Kate stopped to wave to the principal, then shifted quickly to 

make room for people crowding her from behind. The place was clean, she noted. A faint 

smell of ammonia lingered in the late summer air, but it was too early in the day for the 

cloying smell of children’s sweaty bodies or the heavy odor of overcooked lunch food. 

Seeing another school official, also wearing a nametag, Kate briefly considered asking 

him for directions to Emily’s classroom but decided it would be more fun to look for it on 

their own.  
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Moving in the wake of one of the groups of children ahead of them, they turned right 

and walked down a long hallway. “No third-grade homerooms here,” Kate told Emily 

when they reached the end of the hallway. She had been reading the signs on the doors. 

They doubled back and went down another hallway, this one crowded with children 

Emily’s age. A few doors down, they found the classroom assigned to Emily’s third-

grade group. 

Standing at the door to greet them was a dark-skinned, petite woman with graying 

black hair and an alert, smiling face. She held out her hand to Kate.  

“I’m Mrs. Alonso,” she said in a deep, sonorous voice.  

Kate shook the woman’s hand. “Kate Barton.” 

 “And this is—?” Mrs. Alonso smiled and looked at Emily. 

Emily seemed not to have heard the question. Leaning heavily against Kate’s side, 

she remained silent, her wide eyes fixed on the chaotic scene in the room. Five or six 

boys were dashing around, yelling greetings and talking in loud voices. A few other 

children had congregated next to the coat racks and were tripping over backpacks 

dropped on the floor. A group of girls was squealing over something one of them was 

showing the others.  

Kate decided to make the introductions. “This is Emily, Mrs. Alonso. Emily,” she 

nudged Emily in her side to get her attention, “say hello to Mrs. Alonso.” 

“Hello, Mrs. Alonso,” Emily echoed. 
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“Hello, Emily.” Mrs. Alonso gazed down at Emily kindly. “This is a nice group of 

students, dear. I’m sure you’ll be happy here.” 

Emily’s eyes, slightly wet, blinked. She looked at Mrs. Alonso and then at Kate. 

“I’ll let you get her set up. Any desk you like,” Mrs. Alonso said, waving her hand 

toward the center of the room. Then she turned her attention to several students walking 

through the door, and Kate and Emily moved into the classroom, 

“Emily,” Kate said, lifting Emily’s knapsack off her shoulder with her left hand, and 

reaching out to touch her back with her right, “let’s find you a desk.” 

Kate scanned the room. “How about that one?” She pointed to a wooden desk in the 

second row beside the wall of windows on the far side of the room. 

“O.K.,” Emily said quietly.  

They threaded their way through clusters of students jumping in and out of the 

rows—like so many jack-in-the-boxes, it seemed to Kate. At the desk, they unpacked 

Emily’s knapsack and put Emily’s things inside the small open compartment under the 

desk’s top—a spiral notebook near the opening, three perfectly sharpened pencils beside 

it, her snack bag a little further back, and a small bottle of water within easy reach. Then 

they left Emily’s knapsack on top of the desk so that the other students would know that 

the desk was Emily’s. 

“Let’s go sit on the sofa over there; it looks like a reading area,” Kate said, “a nice 

reading area.” 
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Emily followed Kate to the back of the room, and they sat on the old overstuffed 

sofa, adjusting themselves easily like practiced visitors to its lumpy surface. Kate reached 

for Emily’s hand. 

“Do you still feel afraid?” she asked. “Remember what I told you? There’s no need 

to be afraid of new people.” Kate searched Emily’s face for signs that her axioms were 

having the intended effect. “Smile, Emily,” she reminded her daughter. 

A blonde-haired girl wandering close to them looked curiously at Emily’s solemn 

expression and then at Kate’s worried one.  

Emily pulled her hand free of Kate’s. “What if no one wants to talk to me?” 

“Are you afraid of that?” Kate asked. “Emily, if someone doesn’t want to talk to 

you, then there’s something wrong with that person, not you.” 

More children were filling up the classroom now. Mrs. Alonso had gone to the front 

of the room and was writing something in capital letters on the whiteboard on the front 

wall. The blonde-haired girl still lingering near them took a seat beside Kate. 

“Hello,” Kate said to the girl, then smiled. “What’s your name?” 

“Anne,” said the girl, her eyes shifting quickly to Emily. “You’re new,” she said. 

“This is Emily,” Kate said.  

The two girls looked at one another, Emily shyly returning Anne’s curious gaze. 

“I was new last year,” Anne said. 

“Emily is a little anxious about having to make new friends,” Kate confided to the 

little girl. She glanced quickly at Emily to see if she minded having her feelings discussed 
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in front of a stranger, but Emily was staring straight ahead, her face frozen, her lips 

pressed together.  

“Oh,” Anne said, looking again at Emily. “It’s not so hard.” 

She seems like a nice girl, Kate thought.  

They sat in silence companionably on the sofa as Kate looked around the room, 

noticing the plants beside the windows and the bookcases full of books in the corner 

nearest them. She looked back at her daughter and ran a hand over the top of her head. 

“What are you thinking?” she asked.  

“I’m worried,” Emily answered in a desperate whisper.  

“Oh, Emily. We discussed this last night. If you would only remember what I told 

you. Put a smile on your face. Don’t worry. A smile on your face will attract people to 

you. If you’d only try, you’d find that a lot of people will like you.” 

“What if something happens today. Will you come and get me and take me home 

right away?” 

Anne was waving at a little girl who was jumping up and down on one leg beside 

Mrs. Alonso. Kate took the opportunity to lean closer to her daughter. “Emily, nothing’s 

going to happen,” she said reassuringly. She watched the expression on Emily’s face, 

expecting to see some sign of relief there. 

Just then Kate felt Anne’s small hand tap lightly on her arm, and she turned toward 

her. 
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 “You shouldn’t say that,” Anne said. As if to emphasize her disapproval, she 

frowned.  

“Shouldn’t say what?” Kate asked in surprise.  

“You shouldn’t say ‘nothing’s going to happen,’” Anne answered. She stood up and 

pulled at the hem of her shirt, then sat down again and looked quickly at the now 

precisely arranged button-down shirtfront before looking back up at Kate. 

“Really? Why not?” Kate asked, instantly revising her opinion of the little girl. What 

a strange child, she thought. 

“You should say, ‘nothing bad is going to happen,’ not ‘nothing is going to happen.” 

“Oh, really? But people say things like that all the time,” Kate answered quickly. 

“They say, ‘I hope nothing happens.’ Or they say, ‘should anything happen to me, I want 

you to…’” She broke off, realizing that a child might not have heard people say that sort 

of thing, and anyway, it seemed very odd to have this kind of conversation with a child. 

She had never had such an odd conversation with a child before. 

“If you say ‘nothing is going to happen to you,’ then probably nothing will,” Anne 

said. “That’s why it’s bad to say that, because something should happen, just not 

something bad. Something good should always happen, and that’s why you should say, 

‘something good is going to happen to you’ or ‘nothing bad will happen to you.’” She 

emphasized the adjectives. 

Kate sat back against the cushions of the sofa and stared at the girl.  

“Who told you that,” she asked finally. 
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“No one did,” Anne said. “I just . . .  figured it out.” 

Kate stared at the girl a little longer. “Well,” she said, turning to Emily, who was 

now looking at Anne with interest, a surprised smile on her face. “Emily, I think it’s very 

likely that Anne will help you today, so you have nothing to worry about.”  

She glanced back at Anne, whose eyes had widened. 

Kate stared back blankly and then realized what had caught the little girl’s attention. 

“Oh. “ Kate said. She’d never given much thought to the literal meaning of the things she 

said. She’d never considered literal meanings important. Suddenly she wasn’t sure. “I 

don’t mean that you should worry about nothing, Emily.” She laughed self-consciously. 

Anne stood up. “You have to be really careful about what you say.”  

 “Of course,” Kate said, trying not to sound as astonished as she felt. She was 

slightly annoyed as well. 

“Where are you sitting, Emily?” Anne asked. 

“Over there,” Emily pointed.  

“I could sit next to you,” Anne said, making Emily smile again briefly. “The two 

most-new girls.” 

Mrs. Alonso had raised her voice above the noise in the room and was calling the 

children to their seats. After glancing quickly at the large clock on the classroom wall, 

Kate led Emily back to the desk they had chosen, hugged her, and reminded her that she 

would be back at three.  

** 
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At work Kate found herself worrying. She doubted that Anne was the right sort of 

friend for Emily. Too bold. Too outspoken. Too . . . wrong. Everyone knows that 

expressions like “nothing is going to happen to you” aren’t meant to be taken literally. 

What is meant is what matters, Kate told herself. But she spent most of the day at work 

questioning her assumptions and reviewing her well-used arsenal of advice for faults.  

She was still thinking about these faults when she returned to the school for Emily. 

“Well, how did it go?” she asked anxiously, as she took Emily’s hand and led her out 

of the classroom. 

“Oh, fine,” Emily answered placidly, a slight smile playing at the corner of her lips. 

“Oh?” said Kate. “Nothing happened? I mean, nothing bad happened?” 

“The lunch in the cafeteria was bad,” Emily answered quietly. “But something good 

happened also.” 

“It did? What?” 

Emily looked at her, her expression asking for Kate’s permission before she said 

anything more. 

“What?” Kate asked.  

“Anne told me that most of the time her mother says silly things too.”  

“She did? I mean, she does?” 

“Anne says we can make a list.” 

“A list?” 

“A list of the silly things our mothers say.” 
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For Emily’s sake, Kate said that she thought that was a good thing, but privately she 

wasn’t at all sure that it was. She wasn’t prepared, just then, to feel so vulnerable. What 

she needed, she thought, was some really good advice. 
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YOU AREN’T GOING TO LEAVE HER ALONE, ARE YOU? 
 
 
 

Slivers of sunlight snuck into the room around the edges of dark shades covering 

three closed windows facing the street. With no air circulating, the room was stuffy as 

well as hot; but the old woman thought that if she raised the shades or opened the 

windows, the heat outside would overwhelm her. 

She was dusting the furniture in the living room with a big feather duster, as she did 

every week. As she approached the fireplace, her thin body slightly bent over, she 

thought of the last time anyone had lit a fire there. Two perfectly cut pieces of wood sat 

in it now, ready for kindling and match. One Christmas, she remembered. Her mother had 

been alive, and her friend Ruth Liddle had come to visit. Ruth was too old to visit Amy 

now, but she sent presents and cards, “From Ruth, with deepest love.” 

Amy turned and walked slowly to the mahogany highboy beside the long back wall, 

then waved the feather duster lightly over the highboy’s polished surface, over the glass 

domes protecting a set of miniature Japanese dolls on display, each little figure dressed in 

tiny pieces of bright-colored silk clothing, with shiny black hair atop its exquisitely 

painted face. Then she dusted the Tiffany bowl and the collection of miniature crystal 

figurines: women’s eighteenth-century dress shoes and upside-down top hats. It was so 

like her mother to forget those. 
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She pulled the chain on a standing lamp near the highboy and looked around the 

lighted room. The striped sofa, its cushions plumped and arranged as they should be. The 

black lacquer tables edged in gold on each side of the sofa, oriental lamps placed in the 

center of each, as they should be. On one side of the room, opposite the windows, a drop-

leaf table covered with family photographs. She shuffled over, her slippers scuffing softly 

against the thick carpet on the floor.  

She’d looked at the photographs there so many times. A photograph of her mother as 

a young woman, newly married to her father. One of her father in his office, another of 

him in front of his factory. In one, her brother, Paul, stood beside a machine he’d 

designed and built. Such a handsome man. A small antique frame, one of Ruth’s gifts, 

held a photograph of her eldest sister, taken a few years before Camilla died—only forty. 

Amy sighed and looked away. Next to it, a photograph of her father and mother sitting in 

one of the early model Fords, her father smiling, her delicate mother, in one of those 

wide-brimmed hats held in place by big swathes of cloth tied under the chin, looking up 

at her husband rather than at the camera.  

You aren’t going to leave Mother alone, are you? Paul’s voice seemed as real-

sounding as if he were in the room speaking to her, the words as familiar to her as 

something she’d heard every day of her life for the past sixty-five years. 

She remembered arriving in Ithaca from New York for her father’s funeral. She, 

Paul, Paul’s wife and children, Camilla, Camilla’s husband, Frank, and their mother had 

sat stiffly in the front pew; other relatives, and her father’s friends and employees, had 
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taken all the seats behind them; townspeople had stood behind the rows of seats and 

spilled out the doors of the small church into the street.  

Later, back at home, Paul stood in the doorway of her room, frowning as he watched 

her pack her bags.  

“You’re going back to New York?” he asked in surprise, as if there was something 

unusual in her wanting to return to her work and her friends. He’d raised his gaze from 

her bags and looked at her in bemusement. “You aren’t going to leave Mother all alone, 

are you?”  

Paul, gentle Paul, with a wife and two children. Eight years older than she, always 

her protector, her hero, not just a brother but a wise friend. She’d felt uncertain, flustered, 

looking back at him, at the surprise on his face. Then she’d understood. Paul was telling 

her that it was her duty to stay with their mother; he wanted her to stay. She’d thought, I 

must stay. 

And she’d stayed not just for a few weeks or months to ease their mother’s grief and 

provide temporary companionship, but years—the rest of her life. She’d done her duty. 

She and their mother had eaten their meals together. They sometimes went out for drives 

together. Sometimes they had a Sunday lunch in town. 

When she died, Amy stayed on. There was no reason to go back to New York then. 

Her beaux had long since married. Her brother had gotten her a pair of bull terriers, and 

she and the dogs occupied the comfortable, elegantly furnished two-story house 

overlooking the town’s only park. 
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Amy’s hand stilled above the picture of her mother in the large hat. You’re not going 

to leave Mother alone, are you? She felt confused. No. It was not that way at all. Mother 

had left her alone. 

She waved the duster again over the edge of the table and then between two of the 

pictures. The duster’s handle caught on one of the frames and the picture fell forward. 

Who was it? Her nephew. As handsome as her brother, Paul, but fuller in the face, with a 

ruddier complexion. A square jaw. Paul’s face had tapered to a finer point. Her nephew 

had taken over her brother’s duties. Like the other men in her family, like her father, they 

ran the family factory and looked after aging spinster relatives like her.  

Amy stood the picture of her nephew upright in its place on the table. She was done 

with dusting. The heat was making her feel weak, and she decided that a little lunch 

would make her feel better. The woman who came in to help her had made cucumber 

sandwiches and lemonade. Those were her mother’s favorites. 

** 

In the afternoon, she pushed the carpet sweeper feebly over the small oriental rug in 

front of the door where her dogs often lay. It seemed to look better after she’d done that. 

Her nephew had called to say that he was coming for a visit. Paul’s son, Richard. He had 

some children, a son whose name was Paul, she remembered, but she hadn’t seen that 

Paul more than a few times, and she couldn’t remember why she hadn’t seen him more 

often. There were two girls, one named Lilly or something. Was the other named Amy, 

like her? She couldn’t remember and she didn’t want to ask Richard. 
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When he came, they sat in the parlor on her mother’s striped sofa, and Amy gave 

Richard a cup of tea. She carried it in from the kitchen and placed it on her mother’s tea 

tray on the coffee table. She’d decided on lemon cookies and watched as Richard ate. 

You’re not going to leave, are you? Alone, are you? 

“Mother—” she started to say, but couldn’t finish; she couldn’t remember what she 

wanted to say. 

“Yes?” Richard asked. His face was redder than usual. “Your mother—?” he 

prompted. 

“This was mother’s favorite,” she said, waving her hand vaguely at the tea tray. 

She’d remembered. But she hadn’t meant to think aloud. It had gotten harder lately to 

distinguish what she thought and remembered from what was proper to say to her 

visitors. 

“It’s very nice,” Richard said.  

Amy watched him wipe the edges of his mouth with a linen napkin. Pale yellow had 

been her mother’s favorite color, she remembered. Was she frowning still? She decided 

to smile warmly at Richard instead. Richard coughed. He crossed his legs at the ankles 

and sat back, sinking into the pillows behind him, looking around the room. 

Amy turned her head to look at the table of pictures she’d dusted earlier that day. It 

wasn’t her mother’s fault, not really. It was her father’s. Staunch Methodist, President of 

the Sunday School. He’d seen her beau, Barty Barnes, go into a tavern in town and 
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assumed Barty had gone in there to drink. He’d forbidden Amy to marry him. But Barty 

was the only man Amy had ever loved.  

She’d gone to New York City to get away from her father and to make a new life for 

herself. At Katy Gibbs’ secretarial school, she’d learned to be a secretary. She’d made 

friends.  

Amy’s hands were shaking. Worried that her tea might spill if she continued to hold 

her cup above her lap, she put the cup and its saucer on the tray. 

“How’s Muffin and Molly?” Richard asked. 

“Oh, fine,” Amy answered. “Mother’s still too fat, though. I’ve put her on a diet. No 

more scraps from the table. Molly has arthritis, I’m afraid.” 

Richard stared unsmilingly at her for some moments longer than she thought was 

nice, but she endured it calmly. Perhaps he was getting hard of hearing but didn’t want 

her to know. She reached out to touch one of the dogs sleeping beside her feet.  

“That’s too bad,” Richard said. 

“Yes. Well,” Amy said, “Mother would—“ 

No, that wasn’t right, she thought. Now it was she who was alone. Who would stay 

with her? The dogs. She covered her embarrassment by reaching for a lemon cookie. She 

bit into it. Pale yellow. Soft sugar baked onto the top of the fragile things. Shouldn’t be 

alone. But the cookie was very dry and she suddenly needed a great deal of tea to wash 

the crumbs down her throat. 
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** 

“She’s getting worse,” Richard told his wife, Eleanor, later.  

“Oh?” Eleanor said. “I’m not surprised.” 

“Living all alone like that with those old dogs.” Richard shook his head. 

“What can be done?” 

“Nothing.” He got up from the dinner table and left the room. 

“Who’s getting worse,” six-year-old Lillian asked her mother.  

“Aunt Amy,” Eleanor told her.  

“Oh,” Lillian said. “She’s very old. I’ve forgotten how old she is. How old is Aunt 

Amy?” 

“At least ninety,” Eleanor answered.  

“Why is she getting worse?” four-year-old Paul asked. “Why don’t I visit her? 

“She won’t leave the house anymore,” Eleanor said.  

She was looking at the wall, as though seeing through it to Aunt Amy. Their houses 

sat side by side. “She keeps all the doors and windows locked. She can’t remember 

things, and she gets confused when she talks.” 

“I think she’s lost track of time,” Lillian said. “When father and I visited a few 

weeks ago, she thought he was her father and she got angry at him and told him to leave.” 

“Really?” Paul asked, sitting up straighter in his chair. “Why doesn’t father take me 

to visit her?”  
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“She doesn’t like men,” Eleanor explained. She was trying to think of some way to 

fend off more probing questions on the subject. “She, ah, doesn’t like men she doesn’t 

know well, like your father. She’s shy.” 

** 

Later that night, the loud ring of the telephone in the downstairs hall woke Richard 

from sleep. He lifted his head from the pillow and peered groggily at the glowing hands 

of the little table clock on his bedside table. Who could be calling at this hour? The 

telephone would stop ringing by the time he got to it, he supposed, but no, it was still 

ringing when he lifted the receiver. 

“Hello,” he said, sounding both tired and annoyed, like a man woken from a deep 

sleep, which he was.  

“Richard?” a tremulous female voice whispered into his ear.  

He recognized who it was immediately and straightened to his full height, braced for 

a crisis. “Aunt Amy?”  

“Richard,” his aunt whimpered. “There are strange men in the house.” 

Richard’s mind froze for a moment and then focused on the image of his fragile old 

aunt in her night clothes, cowering in the corner of her bedroom, the door to the room 

locked from the inside, as he knew it was because she’d asked him to install a new lock 

only a few months ago.  

“What makes you think that?” he asked cautiously. 

“I can hear their voices,” she said.  
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 “Is the TV on?” he asked. 

“Oh no,” she said. “I always turn it off after the news.” 

“The radio?” he asked. 

“No,” she said. “That broke.” 

“It did?” Why hadn’t she told him? 

“Richard,” her voice was shaking, “There are strange men in the house—“ 

“Aunt Amy,” he said, finally resigned to going over to her house, and at that moment 

he realized that he should anticipate years more of such calls, “I’ll be right there. Stay 

where you are.” 

Eleanor had turned on the bedside light in their room and was sitting up. “What?”  

“Aunt Amy,” he explained, as he belted a bathrobe over his pajamas. He exhaled 

loudly. “I have to go over. She thinks—” He shook his head. “Never mind.” 

He had a key to his aunt’s house but rang the doorbell. He saw a light in the upstairs 

bedroom, and he waited for her to come downstairs to let him in. When she didn’t come 

after a few minutes passed, he rang the doorbell again. Then he realized that he’d told her 

to stay where she was. Anyway, she was probably too afraid to leave her bedroom. He 

would have to go inside and persuade her to open her bedroom door. 

With perspiration now making his pajamas stick to his body, he let himself in the 

front door. He was certain that there were no strange men in the house, but he checked all 

the downstairs rooms and every closet so that he could assure his aunt that he had. He 

turned on the overhead lights in rooms that had wall switches, and he felt his way in the 
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dark to the nearest table lamp in rooms that didn’t. He had checked every room in the 

house but one when he made his way up the stairs to his aunt’s bedroom.  

He thought of his father as he approached her bedroom door and for the thousandth 

time regretted bitterly what had happened.  

“Aunt Amy,” he called out as he knocked on her bedroom door. 

A high-pitched, strangled noise coming from inside made him start in surprise. He 

was suddenly profoundly uneasy; the perspiration on his body felt like ice water. Should 

he break down the door? Was the old woman dying? 

He heard it again, but this time it was louder, as if it were coming from something or 

someone now close to the other side of the door. 

He put his ear to the door again and heard it clearly. 

“Me…ow,” his aunt was saying in a high, strained voice. “Me…ow. Me…oww.” 

In their dog beds downstairs, the dogs began to bark. 

The worst part of it, he told Eleanor later, was that he’d always had a terrible fear of 

cats and their claws, and he’d had to fight the impulse to run for his life.  
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MARIA’S  MUSIC BOX 
 
 
 

When my daughter Chloe visited me recently she noticed a wooden box she had 

never seen before sitting on a shelf in my living room. Because it was not the kind of 

thing I usually have on display in my house, seeing it among my things made her curious. 

“Where on earth did that come from?” she asked me. 

I told her that the box had once belonged to Maria Jaskolski, a Polish émigré whose 

son had been a friend of mine for many years. But I knew that a name alone, identifying 

the original owner, was not a good enough answer to her question, so I told her what I 

knew about Maria. 

“I first met her when she was old,” I said, “and I heard about her life from my friend. 

It was not the kind of life you would wish upon anyone.” I shook my head sadly. 

“Her first husband, with whom she had seven children, worked a lot and was rarely 

at home to help with the children, but when he did come home he fought with her 

constantly. He died at age fifty of colon cancer. Her second husband, an irascible drunk, 

warred relentlessly with her too until he hung himself from a light fixture in their 

apartment.” 

Chloe gasped.  
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“But that’s not the worst of it,” I said. “Her oldest child, at the age of twelve, had 

had to be institutionalized for uncontrollable violence. Two other children, while still in 

their twenties, died of AIDS after contracting the disease from dirty hypodermic syringes. 

Two others went to prison, one for pre-meditated murder and the other as an accessory to 

that crime. The youngest child managed with her consent to live off her his entire adult 

life, and to pay for his drug habit he stole thousands of dollars from her every year by 

forging her name on checks. 

“My friend, a middle child, is the only one of her children who has never committed 

a crime, been addicted to drugs, or suffered from mental health problems. He’s always 

had a respectable job and in comparison with the others has lived life as a saint. ‘Saint 

Joseph,’” I call him affectionately.” 

I looked at Chloe intently while I formed a question. “Maybe the suffering her 

difficult husbands and wayward children caused her balanced the scales?” Did Chloe 

think such a thing possible? “Maybe it brought about a sort of rough justice?” 

Chloe looked back at me expectantly. I was going to tell her. 

“I don’t know. But I do know that Maria was both very good and very bad. She was 

a strongly opinionated person, lacking natural intelligence and with nothing but an 

elementary school education, and this made her very difficult to get along with. Although 

she worked hard every day of her life to put food on the table for her family, she was a 

selfish, autocratic woman. She needed to control people around her because she needed 
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their help and couldn’t get it any other way, and those children who didn’t escape from 

her home she turned into slaves.”  

Chloe looked suitably horrified at this, and after raising my eyebrows to indicate that 

I shared her feelings, I continued. 

“The family’s money was invested in a four-story apartment building in a working-

class Polish neighborhood in Brooklyn. Her first husband bought the building when it 

was only a burned out shell; he rebuilt and refurbished it over a period of several years 

and for forty years after that Maria rented out six apartments. Her family lived in the 

remaining two.  

“She hung the building’s pale yellow entrance hall and stairwell with a clutter of 

pastel-colored pictures of the Virgin Mary and Jesus, nocturnal landscapes made out of 

velvet, framed needlepoint designs, and quaintly lettered prayers and aphorisms. Vases of 

plastic flowers, assorted figures of horses and saints, and other small bibelots sat upon 

radiator covers and tiered wooden knick-knack stands.” 

Chloe smiled, imagining it. 

“Anyone who entered the building noticed the distinctive odor throughout the 

hallways.” I wrinkled my nose, remembering the smell. “An infrequent visitor, however, 

might never know that the source was the owner’s apartment on the second floor and that 

the landlady herself smelled that way. No soap or perfume changed the sickly-sweet odor 

of Maria’s skin.” I shook my head sadly again. 
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“When she could no longer stand up straight and therefore seemed to have been 

stuck in the hunched-over position that she had assumed for much of her adult life while 

vacuuming offices in lower Manhattan, she complained constantly. A nervous tic made 

her eyes blink rapidly at regular intervals and she often talked at length without making 

any sense. Poor woman. 

“But since no one could put up with her complaints or her nonsense for long, the son 

who was my friend and his shiftless, drug-addicted, financially-dependent-but-no-longer-

incarcerated brother took turns taking care of her. They were willing to do anything to 

avoid paying exorbitant nursing home fees, and besides, she insisted on staying at home 

where they could look after her.  

“Though towards the end of her life she stayed in bed and wore her nightgown all 

day, she always covered what remained of her white hair with a reddish-brown or a light 

brown wig. She kept several wigs in a bedroom closet and she told her sons that she 

wanted to be buried in her Sunday best, wearing one of the wigs. 

“She died a week or so after her eighty-second birthday, a few hours after the 

shiftless dependent son gave her an enormous amount of an ordinary laxative, which 

subsequently bubbled up her esophagus into her mouth and escaped her lips in a stream 

of white froth.”  

My daughter’s mouth dropped open after I told her this 

“No,” I assured her, “he hadn’t meant to kill her. She wasn’t well for a long time, but 

what he did certainly didn’t help.” 
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I looked back at the box on the shelf.  

“Do you think objects hold parts of a person’s spirit in them?” I asked Chloe. “I’ve 

always been afraid that they do,” I admitted.  

There was much more I could have said about this, but I thought it better not to; I 

was sensitive about some of my more unusual experiences. My daughter didn’t need to 

know everything about me. 

She seemed to understand. “Maybe only some do,” she said. 

My friend, who had been left with the responsibility of emptying the apartment of 

his mother’s possessions, had given away as many of her things as he could. He brought 

me the music box because he knew I had once been a musician.   

“Don’t some objects make you think of the people who owned or used them?” I 

asked Chloe. But I knew I was putting it the wrong way. I started over. “Of course, it’s 

not the object that makes you think of a person…” I laughed. “Or at least I hope not.” 

“You mean that you think of the person when you see the object; you can’t stop 

yourself from associating the person with the object.”  

“Well, I usually can’t. That’s why I never keep these sorts of things.” 

“It’s not very nice looking,” Chloe said. 

“I didn’t like her very much,” I answered.  

Maria had repeatedly called Joseph “stupid,” which was a terrible lie to tell her own 

son—and the most helpful of her children at that. Once, when I had tried to help her, she 

had yelled the insult at me too. She was often verbally abusive. 
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My friend had told me that if I didn’t want the music box I could throw it out, which 

is what I wanted to do the moment I saw it. I had decided years ago that some personal 

possessions should be burned or buried with the owner when the owner died. This was 

especially important if the owner had been someone like Maria, I thought. The possibility 

of Maria’s spirit inhabiting my home through the music box had made me feel uneasy. 

But I hadn’t thrown it out. While my friend visited it would have been awkward to 

admit that I didn’t want it, especially since his view of his mother had improved since her 

death. Instead I stashed the music box on a shelf, knowing that if there was any serious 

problem with it, I would feel it. Then I became busy and forgot all about it.  

When I did remember it, I realized that I hadn’t been disturbed at all by its presence. 

Evidently the music box had not been one of her more important possessions or had not 

been important enough that Maria’s spirit remained attached to it; at least I could not 

detect anything but a slight trace of her in it. I decided that she had not used it much or 

had not used it at all recently. Still, I did not like the idea of touching it. 

The box vaguely resembled a crude chest of drawers, but only the cornice on top of 

the square base block, the six little pewter drawer handles shaped like candlesticks, and 

the recessed top part, with its beveled molding, suggested this. It sat on a bulky base one 

inch high. An irregular wave cut from the bottom of this base gave it a little elegance, 

lifting the edge from the floor. This and the carved geometric intaglio on each drawer 

façade, which added slight curves to the corners of what was otherwise an uninteresting 

empty rectangular form stamped onto the drawers’ facades, were its only delicate aspects. 
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On the whole anything but finely wrought, it seemed someone’s idea of something that 

would be useful to stow away under a bed or in some dark corner. Here and there the 

wood’s grain showed through the dark stain that had been applied to it. 

“Shall we look at it? I asked Chloe. 

She nodded and looked on as I pulled it off the shelf and put it on a table so that I 

could open it. The top drawer, of a piece with the drawer’s frame, seemed not to be a 

functioning drawer but merely the façade of one, with little pewter handles identical to 

the handles on the two bottom drawers. These bottom drawers fit somewhat loosely into 

their frames; but a little more space between them and their frames at their top right 

corners gave the entire box the appearance of tilting slightly to that side, as if the little 

box were a ship at sea listing starboard as it fell down the side of a wave.  

The pewter candlestick handles on each drawer were heavily tarnished and black in 

crevasses; they had knobs at each end and three contiguous raised rings in the middle. I 

held my thumb a fraction of an inch from my curled forefinger, caught hold of a handle 

and pulled, then peered into the middle drawer. Beige, felt-covered cardboard, dusty and 

stained at one corner, lined the interior. The only thing in the drawer was a pinkish-white 

pearl, which I did not pick up or touch. 

Opening the bottom drawer, I heard a high-pitched ping sound that I remembered 

hearing other music boxes make. Since it was obvious that the bottom drawer somehow 

started the music, I opened and shut this drawer several times but could get nothing out of 
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the box other than the pinging sound. The lining of the bottom drawer looked identical to 

the lining of the middle drawer; it was also dirty at the edges. 

Looking at the top of the box and seeing that it was hinged, I realized that the top 

drawer was after all a functioning drawer and that I could open it by lifting one edge from 

above. This drawer was where Maria had kept her earrings and rings. On one side were 

eight open squares, little rooms without ceilings, just big enough to hold earrings and 

small pins. On the other side were several long and narrow flattened felt cylinders that 

resembled miniature beds. These had been crowded together so that rings inserted 

between them would fit snugly. There was a lot of dirt in the edges of this drawer too.  

On the underside of the top, four narrow strips of a lighter reddish-colored wood 

framed a slightly recessed mirror. The mirror was neither cracked nor faded but looked 

almost new, which for some reason surprised me. 

Turning the box around, I found the key at the back and wound this tight. This time 

when I opened the bottom drawer I heard a melody that I knew very well. Though the 

music had a squeaky, mechanical timbre, I listened to it with delight while I tried to 

remember the name of the tune. Upon reaching the end of the first sixteen bars, the 

machine inside the music box returned to the start of the melody and played the same 

sixteen bars again and again and again.  

Then I remembered. 

“That’s ‘Lara's Theme’ from Dr. Zhivago,” I reminded Chloe.  
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She recognized it too. “Such a romantic piece of music for such an unromantic 

woman,” she joked.  

I nodded and smiled, but as I listened I realized that, like many other women, Maria 

must have had a romantic side too. Surely she had once been a hopeful young bride, a 

proud young mother. She had come from a rural area of Poland with her husband to a 

strange and very complicated city to realize her dreams. 

I would have preferred to hear more than just a repetition of the beginning of the 

song, and it puzzled me why only one drawer, and that the bottom one, produced the 

music; but when I thought of Maria, all of that seemed just right. She was, at bottom, a 

person who needed and wanted the love of her two husbands and seven children and a 

handful of close friends. It didn’t matter whether I thought she deserved that love or not. 

It was sad, though, to think that she hadn’t gotten what she wanted. 

After my daughter left, I considered for some time what I should do with the music 

box and at last decided to smudge it with sage. This meant stacking a few leaves of dried 

sage in a shallow dish and lighting the leaves with a match, then blowing out the flame 

and waving the dish around the music box while the smoke from the half-burning, half-

charred sage surrounded it, “cleaning” the music box’s energy.  

When I finished, I carried the music box outside to the curb where I’d seen passers-

by pick through piles of cast-off furniture and other stuff. Someone nicer than I was—and 

someone who hadn’t known Maria—could have it and the little pearl inside, too. Maybe 

the music box would have a new, better life.  
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THE DATE 
 
 
 

A month after signing up with Meetyourmatch.com, Sue found someone who 

seemed just right for her. She had described herself as a sophisticated, bookish 

intellectual in her late thirties; an artist who enjoyed thoughtful conversation and 

interesting people. She had been married for ten years and divorced for two. He was a 

little older than she was, forty-five, he lived nearby, he was well educated, and he had an 

interesting, creative job. She guessed that he was sophisticated and intelligent and had 

interesting friends and associates.  

After they contacted each other and arranged to meet, she reviewed his profile and 

picture several times. Knowing that she was wrong to do it but unable to stop herself, she 

began to fantasize that he was going to be perfect for her. They’d hit it off right away and 

she would like him very much.   

Judging from the man’s picture, though, he wasn’t especially attractive and he 

wasn’t her physical type. His hair was sandy-colored, not black, and he was heavy around 

the neck and chin—he was probably overweight. But she decided that she must overlook 

what she considered physical flaws. Published studies about the numbers of single 

women exceeding those of single men made the more practical attitude imperative. 
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Unfortunately the two messages he sent her before their date didn’t reveal much 

about himself, and this reticence inspired misgivings about his personality that were 

harder to ignore than reservations about his appearance. But she pushed these misgivings 

aside. “Be positive,” she told herself. “What have you got to lose?” 

He emailed her to ask her where she wanted to meet and she replied, “Since you 

know the city better than I do, why don’t you choose?” 

He suggested the lobby of the Willard Hotel but didn’t tell her what they would do 

there, and this seemed to her to show a lack of sensitivity to the situation. An alarm went 

off. This wasn’t the thoughtful, considerate man she wanted. He should at least tell her 

what they were going to do at the hotel. Obviously he wasn’t right. And if he wasn’t right 

she’d rather not waste time going into the city to meet him. She would end up thinking 

she should have known better.  

She pushed these negative thoughts aside too.  

** 

The Willard Hotel, she discovered, was a fancy five-star hotel with an interesting 

history. Prices were probably high there and she wouldn’t have chosen such a place 

herself, not that she couldn’t afford to eat there. They would probably eat dinner at a 

restaurant at the hotel. She wondered if he would insist on paying the bill. She decided 

that she would offer to pay her share.  

Then a strange idea took hold of her imagination, and she thought she understood 

why he hadn’t told her what they were going to do at the Willard Hotel. He was testing 
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her to see if she was able to adapt to settings and situations that demanded a sophisticated 

insouciance. He wanted to know if she was comfortable eating at a five star restaurant, 

able to sit with him in a fancy dining room or tearoom or bar. What she wore and how 

she behaved would tell him what he wanted to know. She could do it. It wasn’t even a 

challenge, really. 

This explanation allowed her to focus on her great good fortune in finding him even 

if it did not eradicate all her doubts about his appearance and personality. She redoubled 

her efforts to think positively about the date.  

** 

Since first impressions were so important, she spent hours getting dressed.  

“You should get yourself fixed up,” her ex-husband used to tell her.  

Until recently, she hadn’t capitulated to the expectation that women should wear 

makeup to enhance their looks or to excite sexual feeling in the men who looked at them. 

But she was older now, and almost every successful woman she knew wore makeup, so 

she “fixed up” her face. 

Since they were meeting somewhere she imagined was the equivalent of the Ritz, 

she knew she had to wear something sophisticated and expensive, but she had to make do 

with bohemian chic elegance. She had a knack for spotting the expensive stuff at the local 

thrift store, and it was one of her better finds there that she chose for the occasion. It 

didn’t look at all bad, she decided. She put on a pair of high-heeled shoes, which she 
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usually avoided because they were uncomfortable. This too, she thought, was “fixing 

herself up.” 

Not wanting to be late, she rushed out of the house, the heels of her shoes clattering 

on the pavement as she ran to her car. She checked the time, then the directions to the 

hotel.  

The difficulty of finding a parking space in the metro station garages was the first 

sign that she’d made a mistake, recalling with a vengeance her suppressed doubts. She 

trawled the various levels of the first garage for fifteen minutes and then raced across to 

the other garage, now worried that she wouldn’t get to the hotel on time. “Think 

positively,” she reminded herself. 

Trouble operating the metro station’s ticket dispensing machine was the second sign 

that it was wrong to go to so much trouble to meet someone she suspected was not as 

perfect for her as she would like. She had to ask a man buying tickets from the machine 

next to hers to explain how the machines worked. A few men in official uniforms who 

worked at the station were standing in a group at the main booth, but they didn’t notice 

that she needed help. 

Finally on the train, she sat and arranged the folds of her coat around her legs, her 

heart beating fast after her rush down the stairs to the platform. As she watched the train 

moving through the suburbs, she thought with excitement of talking to the kind, smart, 

sophisticated man with whom she was going to make a fulfilling partnership. She 
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wouldn’t allow herself to think a single negative thought. “What have you got to lose?” 

she asked herself again. 

Walking to the hotel from the metro, she paid particular attention to whether anyone 

looked at her as she passed. If they did, it meant that she looked the way she should. She 

clutched in her hand a piece of paper with the hotel’s address on it. As she walked, she 

read the street signs and checked her watch. 

The hotel took up an entire city block. She entered through the back entrance, 

stepping into a very long hallway carpeted with a bright red rug extending the length of 

the block to the main lobby, which she could see in the distance. That was where she had 

arranged to meet her date.  

Well-groomed people in business attire and showy traveling clothes were sitting on 

comfortable sofas arranged here and there along one wall of the hallway. Everything was 

clean, well-lighted, glittery with casual elegance.  

At the end of the hall, she descended several carpeted stairs to the lobby, then 

stopped and looked around at the huge marble-floored, high-ceilinged room. All around 

its edges, the hotel’s staff had arranged several seating areas next to oversized plants. A 

check-in counter stood to one side, near a doorway to another wing. On the opposite side, 

doors opened into the hotel’s dining room. That was where they would eat and talk, she 

thought. 

She looked around the lobby for the face she had seen on the man’s profile page. He 

wasn’t there. She checked her watch again. She was early.  
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She went up the stairs and back down the hallway. In the women’s powder room, 

she checked her appearance in a large bathroom mirror. She looked rather nice, she 

thought, in an unstuffy, modest sort of way. But she decided to keep her coat on. It was 

chilly and she felt more comfortable with it on. 

Back in the lobby, she looked around again and saw someone who might be him, 

sitting in a chair beside a table. She was far enough away that she couldn’t be sure. She 

walked toward him, looking at his face, at what he was wearing, taking in his whole 

being, trying to feel whatever she could about him.  

It was him, she realized. He was slouched in the chair, one leg crossed over the 

other, his body wrapped in a wrinkled taupe raincoat. She noticed then the incredibly 

ugly brown brogues on his feet. But she was most surprised by his hair, an odd-looking, 

unnaturally thick pile of light-brown straw-like stuff raked sideways over his forehead. A 

hair piece? She hadn’t detected anything like that in his picture. As she drew nearer, she 

realized with relief that it wasn’t a hair piece. But it looked like one. 

Standing before him, she leaned slightly forward and smiled. 

“Bill?” 

“Yes.” He didn’t smile back. 

She extended her hand to shake his, but he didn’t get up. Suddenly she felt off-

balance. No manners. Not at all what I had hoped. 

Done with the obligatory handshake, he put his hand back in his lap. She sat down in 

the chair beside his. A narrow table stood between them.  
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“Have you been waiting long?” she asked him. 

“I just got here.” 

Already things felt awkward.  

“This is a nice place,” she said. 

“Yes. It’s very peaceful.” He looked at the lobby. “I sometimes come here and sit for 

hours.” 

She knew then that they would not be eating dinner or having tea or anything else at 

the hotel. Apparently he just liked to sit in the lobby. As far as she was concerned, they 

might as well be sitting on a park bench, two strangers pretending to want to talk to each 

other. 

“Did you just get off work?” she asked. 

“Yes. I walked here from the Capital. That’s where I was today.” 

He mumbled every word he spoke in a low voice, so she had to lean toward him and 

listen intently to understand what he was saying. He looked very tired, slouching in the 

chair with the wrinkled raincoat hiding most of his body. She made no attempt to take off 

her own coat. The lobby was slightly cold.  

He put a hand through his hair, brushing it off his forehead, proving that the strange 

stuff really was hair.  

“Have you lived in DC long?” 

“Thirty years,” he answered. 
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He looked at her quickly with a sort of resentful expression, then resumed looking 

around the lobby. She waited for him to say more. 

“I came here from Chicago,” he said finally. He was looking at a group of people 

who had just entered the hotel. 

“I’m from New York,” she told him. 

“Most people who come here complain of getting allergies. Have you gotten them?” 

He was staring at her almost accusingly.  

In response, the high hopes she had determinedly kept afloat but which had been 

steadily declining since she’d arrived hit the ground with a bang, a balloon now 

completely deflated. He had never once smiled at her or looked pleased to see her. 

 “No,” she said. “Have you?” 

“No.” 

After another awkward silence, he stood up, mumbling something that she couldn’t 

hear, and walked off, turning left to go up the stairs out of the lobby. What? she 

wondered. She didn’t know what he was doing. What a strange man. Very insensitive. No 

manners. Impossible to understand.  

The only kind interpretation she could give to his sudden disappearance was that he 

had just told her that he was going to the gents and would be back shortly. So she sat and 

waited. But he was gone much longer than she thought was necessary, and a disgusting 

thought about what he might be doing in the gents crossed her mind. But she dismissed 
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the thought and stayed in her seat, waiting. Ten minutes later she decided to get up and 

walk around the lobby while keeping an eye out for his return. 

Feeling very hungry, she walked over to the door to the dining room. She would 

have preferred to meet somewhere they served Indian food, but even a pot of tea here 

would do. She felt cold. When he came back, she decided, she would suggest that they go 

in and get something hot to drink if they were going to continue talking. She looked again 

toward the stairs but didn’t see him. She doubted that when he came back he would 

suggest that they go to the restaurant. But she was now uncertain that he would return. 

She walked once around the perimeter of the lobby, looking at the pictures on the 

walls and the plants placed next to the seating areas. The entire meeting seemed pointless 

and she thought again of Indian food, of leaving and going home.  

She walked to the stairs, hesitated, then slowly ascended. She stopped and looked 

down the hall to see if he was on his way back.  

He’s so odd. Why don’t I leave?.  

She didn’t want to be impolite, but leaving seemed a good idea. She thought about it 

as she began walking down the hall. She would speak to him if she saw him, she decided, 

but if she didn’t see him, she would keep walking. 

No one was in or around the restroom area. She walked past it to the hotel’s back 

door and out to the street and then across several city blocks to the metro station. Then 

she got on the train. As it rumbled along through the dark, she fell asleep. Hers was the 

last stop, and she woke when it was time to disembark. 
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It had begun to rain, and she walked, hatless, from the station to the parking garage 

to retrieve her car. Near her apartment, she stopped to get a take-out meal from an Indian 

restaurant and then drove home. When she finished eating, she wrote a polite email to the 

strange man she’d met at the hotel, explaining why she had left before he returned. She 

spent the remainder of the evening reminding herself that she should have known better. 

She also revised her opinions about the power of positive thinking and the likelihood of 

her meeting someone compatible through an online dating service. She had lost 

confidence in both.  
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NEIGHBORS 
 
 
 

The family that lived in the ground floor apartment below mine for the past two 

years has gone. Two days ago, the father loaded the family’s things into the bed of their 

big pickup truck. He had a small shed-sized trailer attached to the back of the truck. I’d 

seen no sign before that they were leaving. By evening, he had piled the truck high with 

the family’s belongings, and he closed the door of the little trailer and covered the pile of 

things packed in the truck bed with a tarp. They were staying another night and would 

leave very early the next day. 

I marveled that a family of six could get everything they owned into those two 

vehicles. Maybe, I thought, they had discarded most of their furniture and packed only 

their clothes, food, pots and pans, a mattress or two. There seemed to be no chairs or 

tables in the truck, but those might have been loaded into the trailer, small though it was.  

I often sit on my balcony overlooking a little strip of lawn and a small part of a 

parking lot, and every day for the past two years, rain or shine, that family’s comings and 

goings have played out before me as if on a stage one flight below. Retired and almost 

housebound as I am, I like to pass the time watching my neighbors from my balcony. It’s 

not as exciting as watching TV news about complicated foreign wars and bitter political 
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struggles in various parts of the country, but it gives me pleasure and makes my life a 

little more interesting.  

One of the adult women in the family, an aunt or a grandmother, I suspected, would 

often walk out on the lawn with her cell phone in hand and talk into it. I don’t speak 

Spanish and never knew what she was saying, but I admired the happy, rapid rolling 

sounds she made. I learned some Spanish fifty years ago in high school, but I never kept 

up with it. I never had any Spanish-speaking friends. She always smiled at me when she 

saw me, and I always smiled back. 

At night, when the man and the woman I thought were the mother and father came 

home, they went to a lot of trouble to park their car just so between the painted white 

parallel lines of the last space in the parking lot next to our building. They usually backed 

into the space and tried to align their truck perfectly between the white lines, aligning its 

wheels too. If, after the first try, their truck wasn’t perfectly aligned, they drove forward 

and back until it was, even if the exercise took many minutes. Sometimes, one of them 

got out to direct the other so that the truck would be parked just right. 

This astonished me the first few times I saw it, and every other time I saw them drive 

up I anticipated what they would do and even looked forward to it. It was just a funny 

thing for them—for anyone, really—to take so seriously. 

During the day I often saw the children out on the lawn, a girl and two boys close 

together in age. Often they were going to school or coming home from school. 

Sometimes they would walk to their truck with their mother or father, or get out of the 
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truck and walk with their mother or father back to their ground floor apartment. 

Occasionally one of the children would look up at me, but most of the time they looked 

straight ahead, concentrating in the way children do on wherever it was they were going. 

Sometimes one of the parents had an arm around one of the children’s shoulders. 

They were nice people, not loud. They didn’t play loud music or have loud 

arguments.  

And now their spot in the parking lot is empty. For two years, everyone knew it was 

their spot, the last spot in the lot nearest their apartment. Soon, maybe today or tomorrow, 

someone else will drive up and park there without making any fuss about it at all. 

Here I am, sitting in a wicker chair on the balcony, looking out on the wet pavement 

and lawn, hearing raindrops fall intermittently from sodden tree leaves or building roof 

gutters—I don’t know where the water is falling from, really. The storm is over and all is 

otherwise silent, still. No one is out walking about. And though everything looks the 

same, somehow it seems as though everything has changed. Their truck will never pull up 

here again, and the family will never again climb out of it to walk across the lawn to their 

apartment, and I won’t ever smile again at the woman talking on the telephone as she 

walks or stands in the grass below my balcony, and the children won’t walk past on their 

way home. But it wouldn’t do to miss them. One has to accept all kinds of sudden 

changes. I was just surprised at their leaving. That’s all. 

In recent months, before they moved away, the father would sometimes drive up to 

his parking space in a commercial van instead of his truck. The van was white on the 
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outside and contained some kind of machine, a generator maybe, and a large spool 

around which he had coiled a long hose like a fire fighter’s hose. This spool and its long 

hose took up most of the space in the back of the van. He’d pull this hose out and drag 

one end of it into his family’s apartment. This happened a few times. The machine inside 

the van made a lot of noise and I couldn’t sit outside on my balcony while it was on. I 

had to go inside and wait for him to finish doing whatever it was he was doing before I 

could come out on the balcony again. 

Sometimes he ran a long electrical cord from their apartment to the van, and the 

focus of his activity reversed. He’d clean the van, taking all the machine parts out and 

putting them on a little rectangle of grass between his car and the sidewalk beside the 

mailboxes.  

The day before they left, a carpet cleaning van drove up and parked behind his truck. 

I wondered about that. Thinking about it now, I guess that the father and mother didn’t 

know that management always replaces old rugs after tenants move out. Maybe the 

family had made such a mess of the carpets that they were ashamed to let even the 

apartment turnover crew see the rugs before they moved out.  

They were nice people, good people. 

They lived in a one-bedroom apartment like mine. But they had three kids and a 

grandmother or aunt living with them, so there must have been beds or mattresses 

everywhere. A one-bedroom apartment here has only two rooms and a little eating alcove 

beside the galley-style kitchen. 
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Before them, a couple with a cat lived in that ground floor apartment. Like most of 

the people around here, they kept to themselves, barely noticed me, never said hello. The 

man used to take his cat for a walk across the grass on a leash. He was a big guy, with a 

big tub of a stomach that hung over his baggy khaki pants. Although almost every week 

in the summer landscapers cut the grass on the strip of lawn where he walked his cat, the 

little orange tabby behaved like a lion stalking prey in the savannah. The man would yank 

back on its leash, and when he let it off the leash, he watched it and called out to it as 

soon as it disappeared into the bushes. He was always too busy watching the cat to notice 

me watching him. 

There are trees and shrubs of various kinds planted along the edges of the grassy 

areas around here, and it usually looks pretty nice. The cat seemed to like it. 

My other ground floor neighbor is an old woman like me. She never talks to me, 

never seems to notice me either. She has a lot of help from her church congregation, and 

different people often come by to give her a ride somewhere. Sometimes they pick her up 

on Sunday morning or stop by during the week to visit her, and sometimes before going 

into her apartment, they talk to me. They look up at the balcony and ask me if I know 

about their church and would I like to be a part of their group. 

I don’t mind talking to strangers, but I don’t want to be a part of those kinds of 

groups. I never tell them this, though. I just shake my head and smile. 

Sometimes a hospital transport van arrives to take the old woman somewhere, and 

she toddles slowly across the little strip of lawn below my balcony, carrying a cane or a 
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walker that she doesn’t use as she waddles to the van. Once, an ambulance pulled up in 

the parking lot next to the building, and the ambulance crew took her away. She was 

awake and didn’t seem hurt, but it was scary; it must have been an emergency. She was 

back in a few weeks.  

I should try to catch her attention one day and say “hi.” 

She usually wears baggy black polyester stretch pants, the kind K-mart sells, and big 

baggy tee shirts that hang unevenly off her shoulders. Maybe one of her shoulders is 

higher than the other. The Spanish-speaking family were average-sized, at least the man 

and the children were. The two women had very big hips and thighs and often wore tight 

black leggings. 

Once, when I saw the father standing next to his truck, I called down to him. He 

walked across the lawn and stood below my balcony. I asked him whether he thought 

management would tow my car away because I hadn’t put the new parking decal on it. 

I’d forgotten to get the new decal on the specified day. 

“No,” he said. His friend had gone to the office to ask the same thing, and they’d 

told him he could pick up the new parking decal any time. He was a nice fellow, easy to 

talk to. 

“Thanks,” I said.  

I saw them every day for the past two years, but that was the only time I ever talked 

to anyone in the family, and now, I think, I’m glad I didn’t talk to them more often or get 

to know them better. They’re gone now, and I don’t want to miss them. Like everyone 
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else around here, I’ve gotten used to not knowing my neighbors very well. I know it 

might seem strange to some people, but that’s the way it is around here. They wouldn’t 

have even thought of saying goodbye to me.  
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A WARNING, NOT A TICKET 
 
 
 

I was a passenger in the back seat of a twelve-year old white Chevy my friend Jim 

was driving (his brother was in the passenger seat next to him) when an unmarked police 

car behind us signaled for us to pull over and stop. We had turned right at a stop light, as 

we thought we were allowed to do, but two lanes of fast-moving cars facing us from the 

opposite side of the road had turned at the same time in the same direction and at such 

speed that we had difficulty merging into traffic. Obviously we had done something 

wrong, and the policeman in the unmarked car who happened to be nearby noticed. 

We pulled over and waited for him to park on the side of the road behind us and then 

to approach the car. If I had been younger and if I had had something illegal in my 

possession, I would have been scared. I had nothing illegal in my possession, but I was 

nervous. I consider myself a friend of the local police, but I get nervous when I’m 

stopped for a minor traffic infraction, even though it’s something I can’t get arrested for 

and the worst the policeman can do is issue me a ticket I can’t afford to pay. On the few 

occasions I’ve been stopped while driving, I’ve been so nervous that I’ve stumbled over 

syllables in answering the policeman’s questions. Such uncharacteristic verbal clumsiness 

is probably a form of self-defense, since it is the policeman who has the greater power 

and authority. The imbalance inspires fear. But I suspect the nervousness is also caused 
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by a sympathetic reaction to the policeman’s situation, one that is rife with danger and 

uncertainty. I know from stories I’ve heard of seemingly routine encounters turned 

treacherous that the policeman has many reasons to be just as nervous, and that’s why 

he’s armed and usually calls for backup even when responding to routine traffic 

violations.  

I saw the second police car pull up behind his, and a few moments later the 

policeman in the first car, armed with several weapons no doubt, stood there beside the 

driver’s window looking in and down at us. Determined to be friendly and ward off any 

unpleasantness, I leaned forward from the back seat, putting my face as near the window 

as I dared, and explained to the policeman by way of making an apology that Jim was 

from New York State, where the rules for making a right hand turn at a stop light were 

different from the ones in Virginia, or so it seemed to me then.  

“I know why I pulled you over,” he snapped at me. 

I admit I was a little taken aback by the testy, almost ferocious way he said this, as if 

he were responding to a deliberate insult, but I knew his irritation wasn’t a sign of 

contempt. He was giving me notice that I had been too forward and that my attitude 

lacked the appropriate degree of deference. I should have realized that he would want to 

control the conversation, if it could be called a conversation. I had erred by not first 

saying “Hello, Sir,” or “Hello, Officer, Sir.”  

I’m white and, by virtue of upbringing and education (though not current income), 

upper middle class (it’s evident in my manners and how I talk). Possibly because I’m 
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female also, prejudice and abuse from the police aren’t something I normally encounter. 

You might think that this is only one of many advantages I experience in America 

because I’m female, white, and apparently from one of the higher social classes, but I’d 

argue that being treated somewhat fairly by the police is one of the few entitlements I can 

expect at present—and only if I behave politely. There are special rules for almost all 

social encounters, and like rules governing encounters with functional superiors in other 

situations, it is generally advisable to be as polite as possible to a policeman, who after all 

is doing a job that needs to be done. The more consequential the encounter, the more 

important it is to apply these rules. Doing so seemed especially important because the car 

Jim was driving looked fairly beat up. 

The policeman proceeded to fire off a number of questions at Jim, who was as 

nervous as I was, though like me he had no reason to be. Jim has always been law-

abiding, and he’d made an honest mistake. He didn’t have anything illegal in his 

possession either; he was simply upset that we had been stopped and that we might get a 

ticket as a result of the mistake we had made. A hundred dollars out of pocket, he was 

thinking. I know Jim and he was worried about how much it would cost. I was thinking 

that on the whole I trust the police to do the right thing; they’re not a reactionary branch 

of the army in America, and this is not a fascist government, at any rate, not yet. All of a 

sudden the policeman asked Jim what he had put in his pocket (implying that Jim had 

deliberately tried to hide something), and though I was certain the question must be a 

test—because Jim would never surreptitiously slip anything into his pocket in plain sight 
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of a policeman—Jim had difficulty answering. As if he had already forgotten what he had 

done only a moment before, he half-said, half-asked, “It might have been a cell phone?” 

The policeman seemed to accept Jim’s answer. He must have realized from the look on 

Jim’s face that Jim was thoroughly intimidated and completely harmless. Jim made no 

attempt to empty his pockets to satisfy the policeman’s real or feigned suspicions, and the 

policeman didn’t ask him to.  

Instead the policeman fired off a question about Jim’s forty-year old brother Eddie 

(A.K.A. Junior), sitting in the passenger’s seat. Anyone looking at Jim’s brother could 

tell that he wasn’t normal. He looked, in fact, like a man on drugs, but in this case it was 

psychiatric medications. Eddie had been born with intellectual disabilities (his condition 

resembled autism) and as a young man had been hospitalized sporadically for violent 

verbal behavior and for running away from the apartment where he lived with his 

mother—the doctors called this “acting out.” In some reports Jim showed me, 

psychologists had labeled Eddie’s problem “atypical psychosis” characterized by 

“disturbances of emotion and conduct.” But in later years, when the fight had gone out of 

him, Eddie rarely spoke at all. He sometimes seemed half-asleep. Usually silent, he never 

looked anyone directly in the eyes. Though Jim and I had our faces turned towards the 

policeman as we answered his questions, Eddie held his head down, looking at his legs 

and feet and the car’s floor, and he never said a word. This, to the policeman, looked 

suspicious. 
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The subject of his brother evidently jerked Jim out of the state of tongue-tied 

nervousness he’d been in up until then, and reminded him of the camel’s hump under his 

hair shirt and the pitiful tale he had to tell. I listened in surprised disbelief and then 

amused embarrassment as Jim—realizing that he had only a short window of 

opportunity—suddenly became loquacious and rapidly informed the policeman of his 

most onerous burdens. In a torrent of articulate misery, Jim told the policeman that Eddie 

was very ill, that he took care of him, that his mother had died recently after a long 

illness, which he had singlehandedly tried to nurse her through, that he used to work for a 

security branch of the government but was unemployed at present because he’d had to 

give up his job to nurse his mother and take care of Eddie . . . and, as if all that wasn’t 

enough, he told the policeman that he had just taken me to my accountant so that I could 

file my tax forms and pay my income tax. 

Perhaps the policeman, at ease now, was amused at this recitation and realized just 

how upset and harmless his stopped driver was, because after Jim had finished listing 

these troubles, many of which could be said to have been directly caused by Jim’s overly 

generous nature, the policeman said evenly, “I’m sorry to hear that.”  

I said something to the policeman then, and the policeman asked me where I lived, 

and after I faltered over the first few numbers of my apartment building, which was only 

a few miles away, he took my license and other identification cards as well as Jim’s back 

to his car. I knew he had to do that, but it always makes me uneasy to give those 

important cards to anyone to walk away with, never mind a policeman. These days the 
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computer in his car can probably access almost every database in existence, and in a few 

minutes he will know more about me than I would like him to; incidents, details I am 

embarrassed about even now, will be taken out of context. Dutifully, we had handed over 

our IDs and sat there waiting, and after what seemed like twenty minutes, while neither 

of us dared turn around in our seats to look back at his car, he came back with our cards. 

He told us he was letting us go with a warning.  

“Thank you, officer. Thank you,” we would have said if we hadn’t been so nervous.  

When we drove off and had gotten far enough away from the police car to breathe 

more easily, I began to laugh. It was just plain funny, Jim’s being provoked into 

retaliating with his tale of woe. He’d seized the moment to force a sympathetic reaction, 

trying to elicit leniency on the little matter of the “failure to merge” at the turn. For a mile 

or so as we drove back to my apartment, I continued laughing through repetitions of what 

Jim had said, and Jim laughed a little too. What seemed especially hilarious to me was 

that upon being asked to explain about his brother, Jim had responded with the condensed 

list of his troubles. Since there was so much more to Jim’s terrible situation than that, it 

was funny to imagine what the policeman would have done if our mistake had been more 

serious and if in retaliation Jim had told him everything.  

For days afterwards I had to resist the urge to wave hello or honk my car horn 

whenever I passed a police car. What stops me from doing that even now is the 

knowledge that effusive displays of friendliness or appreciation aren’t the custom in this 

country. It would look unaccountably odd if I did either of those things. They might 
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suspect me of violating driver sobriety laws as well as various unwritten social rules, so 

rather than risk an awkward confrontation, I have settled on merely admiring from a 

respectful distance the decent police people like the officer who gave us a warning, not a 

ticket. 

You never know when you might need their help, I tell people. Though life-

threatening emergencies require 911 calls, medical personnel in ambulances, and that sort 

of thing, the police sometimes show up even then, and for all sorts of trouble the local 

police are the people to call. 

I’ve never had to ask them to come to my house, but once they did come at someone 

else’s request. I had been sick for a long while, and even a month after an operation my 

doctors told me would make me feel much better, I was still feeling very sick. For a few 

particularly difficult days I stayed in bed and didn’t answer the telephone. On the 

morning of the third day, I was surprised to hear someone knocking on the front door. I 

opened it and there they were, a pair of bemused officers who explained that my friend 

had called them because she couldn’t reach me; she lived too far away to check on me 

herself. Knowing how sick I had been and that I had had an operation that didn’t always 

go well, she had gotten alarmed and called the police. I thanked the policemen heartily 

for going to the trouble to see that I was still alive.  

Everyone needs people like that to turn to at such times.  
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TEACHING FOR NOTHING 
 
 
 

The young female student hadn’t been able to get the information she wanted about 

the university’s English degree programs from its web site. A link on the Department’s 

almost blank home page led to another with a small banner announcement: “For 

information about English Department programs, go to Boone Hall, Room 337.” No 

explanation was given for why a prospective student had to go to the campus in person to 

get the sort of program information that every other department made available on its 

web site.  

She couldn’t apply to the English Department unless she had this information, so on 

Monday morning, September 10, 2021, the young woman drove to the campus and found 

Room 337 in Boone Hall. The words “English Department” in faded white lettering were 

etched onto a rusting metal plate affixed to a door. As she stood contemplating it, the 

door opened and several male workers dressed in white overalls spotted with green and 

white paint came out. One carried a ladder and the others carried heavy boxes. 

“Take them to suite B25 in the basement,” the man with the ladder told the others. 

“Everything should be moved down by next week.” 

She waited until they had passed and then walked through the door, stepping into a 

brightly lit reception room littered with more boxes, some only half full. Someone had 
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left unfinished the job of packing the books and papers stacked in tall piles beside the 

boxes. At the center of the room behind a grey metal desk sat an old man with white hair 

and eyeglasses. His head was bent over a computer tablet.  

She walked toward him and stopped a few feet from his desk. 

“Hello,” she said to the top of his head.  

He didn’t look up. 

Thinking that he might be hard of hearing, she raised her voice and said, “I’m here to 

inquire about the English degree programs.” She assumed her friendliest expression, a 

smile that hid her teeth and directed energy into her eyes so that they seemed to sparkle.  

The old man, looking up, gave her a partly surprised, partly annoyed glare.  

“English?” he repeated. “You’re sure?” he barked hoarsely. 

“Yes,” she said, wondering why he was behaving so peculiarly. 

“What exactly about English are you interested in?” he asked suspiciously. He 

pushed his glasses down his nose and looked at her over the tops of what she noticed 

were extremely thick lenses. 

“I want to be an English teacher,” she said, smiling her nice person smile. 

“You’d like to be an English teacher,” he repeated. One side of his upper lip lifted in 

an expression of scorn. Seconds later, this startling reaction to her statement was replaced 

by a softening in his eyes and mouth. He pities me? she wondered in confusion.  

The sparkle in her eyes dimmed slightly.  
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“A teacher of literature? A teacher of writing? A teacher of the English language? 

Or,” he said with emphasis, “all of those? 

“Teaching writing is mainly what I’m interested in,” she answered in her best 

professional manner. 

He was positively smirking at her now, she saw with surprise. He seemed much too 

old to be working a job. Perhaps he isn’t supposed to be here, she thought. He’s just 

filling in for someone who isn’t here right now. He didn’t look at all healthy. The skin on 

his cheeks was too red. Purple veins on his bulbous nose were visible from several feet 

away. The whites of his eyes were almost yellow. His hair was as thin as hair could be 

before it disappeared from the head altogether. 

“Uh . . .” The young woman hesitated. It seemed she ought to hesitate. He seemed to 

be practically inviting her to hesitate. She quickly decided that it was unkind of him to 

make her question her choice of career when he wouldn’t explain what was wrong with 

it, and clearly he thought there was something wrong with it. 

Giving her a tight, penurious smile, the old man reached below the desk top, opened 

a drawer, and pulled out a stack of papers. Adjusting his glasses, he peered at the top 

paper, then put the stack on the desktop between them. He slid it toward her. 

“Well,” he said, snorting faintly, “here’s what you’ll need to do.” 

She lifted the stack and looked at the top page and then leafed through the next few 

pages. On each page was a long list of courses. The sparkle in her eyes had now 

vanished. Dismayed, she looked at the man’s face. 
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“All this?” she asked him. 

“Oh, yes. It’s not a simple thing to be an English teacher, no. Not a simple thing at 

all. Not anymore,” he added sarcastically.  

“I guess not,” she said, examining the list again. 

“No. Of course these days everything is complicated, very complicated. But teaching 

English is especially complicated.” He laughed a harsh little laugh. “For one thing,” he 

explained, “a lot of students don’t speak English well at all. No, not at all well. So 

English courses are usually second language courses. A teacher of writing is going to 

have to teach the language too, you see. The most basic things. Vocabulary,  

grammar . . .” 

“At the college level?” she asked skeptically.  

“Is that what you want to teach? College English? Yes, yes,” he said, not waiting for 

her reply. “Even at the college level. Basic vocabulary. So many have come to English 

late in life, you see. You’ll need to understand other languages, Korean, Mandarin, 

Spanish, Hindi, Arabic . . . to understand students’ problems with English grammar, of 

course. It’s a much harder job these days. And not just because of the second language 

learners either,” he added. “Almost no one reads anything but very simple, dumbed-down 

Web-site copy anymore, but almost everyone goes to college, or tries to. You have to 

teach basic reading comprehension. Then writing, well . . . The most basic stuff . . .” He 

laughed again. “Teachers don’t have much time for writing instruction after the basics. 

Yes, everything is much more complicated.” He tapped his fingers on the desk, 
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narrowing his eyes at her. “And you’ll need courses in adolescent psychology, adult 

psychology, learning theory, comparative linguistics, literature of this or that period and 

region, critical theory, composition theory. A lot of departments need students to take 

their courses! And there are so many different teaching pedagogies, you see  . . .” 

“And I start here?” she asked, pointing to the first course on the list. 

“Yes, that’s it. Student centered teaching. Of course, the curriculum isn’t student 

centered, but no one talks about that.” He wagged his head, making a disapproving tut-tut 

sound. “Just a minute,” he told her.  

Realizing her mouth had gapped open, she quickly shut it. She watched him get off 

his chair and limp over to a small cart in the corner of the room. He began to push this 

through a doorway in a side wall, then disappeared from view. 

She sat down in one of the chairs beside his desk. “This is not at all what I 

expected,” she muttered to herself. She looked at the doorway through which he’d 

disappeared, then down at the list in her hands, then at her feet, and then at the desk and 

his tablet. Then she read the list of courses again, counting out the years it would take to 

complete the program. About fifteen years.  

She was still studying the list ten minutes later when she heard the cart, its wheels 

squeaking. He was pushing the thing, now full of books, back through the doorway.  

“Here’s what you’ll need for the first course,” he said as he reached the desk. He 

began moving the books from the cart to the desktop.  
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Five, ten, fifteen, twenty . . . The young woman counted as he put them on the desk. 

“But that’s twenty-four books altogether! For one course?” 

He was making three stacks out of the lot. 

“Oh, yes,” he said.  

His eyeglasses, reflecting the fluorescent light in the room, hid his eyes for a 

moment. “Teaching is very complicated these days,” he told her again. “Teaching writing 

is especially complicated. In addition to all the other things I mentioned, there’s no end to 

the disagreements among experts about what to teach.” He snorted loudly. “Hundreds of 

years of theories and disagreements about pedagogy and content. But you have to read all 

about it, as they say.” 

For the first time since entering the room, the young woman wished she hadn’t 

come. A voice at the back of her mind was urging her to turn around and leave, to forget 

the idea of becoming an English teacher. She was getting a headache.  

But being a determined sort of person, someone who didn’t balk at obstacles in her 

way, she rapidly shifted her thoughts to the task of solving the problem of how to plan 

out years of her life to accommodate the requirements of the English teacher training 

program. 

“And the cost?” she asked him. 

“For the books, the course, or the whole program?” 

“All of those,” she replied nervously. 
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“$1250, $15,000, and $275,000. That’s not including the opportunity cost, of 

course.” 

The tightness at the back of her head spread to the sides and front of her brain.  

“Uh . . . How much will I make as a teacher?” 

“In your first year?” 

“Yes. And later.” 

“Well. You’ll probably start as an adjunct.” He paused. “Do you know what an 

adjunct is?” 

“No,” she admitted. 

“An unpaid—some say exploited—teacher droid, an underling. The cleaning lady of 

teaching. You won’t get squat, as they say. Very little recompense, no recognition. No 

one knows you’re there, really. By the way, once upon  time, we didn’t tell students this, 

but there were a number of lawsuits some years ago . . . at this university and many 

others . . . ” 

“Lawsuits?” 

“Oh, yes. Quite a dust up. We’d accept a lot of people each year into teaching 

programs, you see. And we didn’t tell them that there were no jobs at the college level, or 

that if you wanted to try for one of the few jobs available, you had to get a PhD. We 

didn’t tell them a Master’s degree was little better than a Bachelor’s degree in a job 

market saturated with PhDs, in a field intent on making itself as complicated as possible 

to maintain its status. The students would graduate and start looking for a job . . .” 
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“That’s why the list of courses is so long? It’s a combined undergraduate and PhD 

program for English teachers?” 

“A PhD program is no longer good enough for English teachers,” he snapped. “You 

need a PhD with years of post-doctorate training. You might make $28,000 a year as an 

adjunct after that. But you’ll have a hard time finding a job as an assistant professor, so 

you might be stuck for an indefinite period of time as an adjunct, working 60 hours a 

week, teaching five to six courses a semester, 125 students each semester . . . working at 

several different colleges. There won’t be much time for your own research or writing. 

They’ll tell you that you can get a job on the regular faculty if you work hard enough, 

take on more committee work, labor as an adjunct for a few more years, and then a few 

more. You’ll be on a treadmill as long as you want to try for a regular faculty position, 

because you’ll need to keep teaching for very little money while you try to get one. 

Administrators will ignore you, and the regular faculty will treat you as an apprentice, 

even after you’ve spent years teaching the same courses that they teach. But adjunct 

teaching isn’t really an apprenticeship; it’s charity. Do you have an independent 

income?” 

She shook her head, knowing that her face showed the surprise and horror she felt. 

“It used to be . . . they used to say you needed three years of experience before they 

would consider you for a regular faculty appointment,” he added. “Now it’s at least 

seven. But even after you do the post doctorate training and work as an adjunct, there’s 

very little chance of being hired as a regular faculty member. Anyway, many English 
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professors have been moved into the Linguistics Department and the Art and History 

Departments. The literary specialists are mainly in History, and they’re moving us into 

the basement temporarily; there aren’t many of us left.” Some of the other professors 

have become instructional designers. That’s the new pseudo-teacher, really a technology 

expert.” 

“I hadn’t realized,” she muttered. 

“No,” he said. “No one wants to put this information on a web site. It used to be . . .  

But the lawsuits have changed things.”  

“One would have to be crazy, if not very rich . . .” 

“Something like that,” he said. “These days a lot of people have to teach . . . well, for 

nothing . . . it amounts to nothing.” 

“But . . .” she sputtered.  

“It doesn’t matter,” he said. “In a few years, the entire English program, not just 

some classes, will be online . . . all the lectures, workshops, seminars, and all without 

teachers. Except the instructional designers, of course. They’re getting rid of the teachers 

altogether. Your best bet is to look into instructional design.” 

“I see,” the young woman said. 

“Yes,” he said. “Well, I’ve done my job. Have you decided about yours?” 
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WRITING FOR WORKSHOPS 
 
 
 

She’s sitting at her desk writing, watching words appear on her monitor as she types:  

The terrible accident she wouldn’t be able to put out of her mind until years later . . .  

“Yes,” she says aloud, staring at the half-sentence she’s written. “That’s a beginning 

that will get attention. But I’ll go for an affair instead. Although affairs aren’t as 

gruesome as terrible accidents, they’re definitely still sensational. The word affair grabs 

attention right away, even in this jaded age. You’d think that with the high divorce rate 

these days the subject of an affair would be old hat, but it’s not. People love gossip. 

They’re dedicated voyeurs, especially when the story has grisly body-part stuff in it. But 

to make it a little lighter, I’ll go with an affair instead of an accident.”  

Her first affair happened right under her husband’s nose.  

“Hmmm,” she says. “That will get their attention; right away there’s a conflict.”  

“Ta da!” She shouts to the monitor screen. She’s thinking: The husband. The wife’s 

in conflict with him, and later she might be in conflict with the man she’s having an affair 

with, and her husband (she decides to call him Albert) is in conflict with the new lover, 

so readers will get plenty of conflict: They love conflict. Got to have conflict. “What’s a 

story without conflict?” All the readers in the workshop say that.  

“I want to know what the conflict is,” they say, “and I want to know right now.” 
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“Give it to me now, up front!”  

“I don’t want to have to wait for the conflict until the second page.” 

“If there’s no conflict at all in the first couple of pages, well, the story or the novel 

isn’t worth reading and you’ve failed as a writer.”  

“You’ll learn, chump.”  

“What’s the game? Conflict.” 

Once, a writer in her workshop had scribbled nasty comments on her story but didn’t 

sign a name to those comments. Suddenly she sees the light: He or she was trying to 

teach her about conflict.  

She gets up from the desk and walks around the room, muttering to herself. “OK,” 

she says aloud. “Note to self: stories centered on conflict, that’s the thing. Never mind 

stories about dilemmas—there’s a useful word—or unusual happenings, beautiful 

happenings, moving happenings, in which conflict plays merely a minor role. Who cares 

about those! Wimps, that’s who. No ones. Most readers, addicted to sugar and caffeine, 

numbed by the stuff they see on the news and at the movies, can’t digest such simple 

stuff. Stuff without sensational, in-your-face conflict is not interesting enough, doesn’t 

get their blood pumping, their hearts racing . . . Conflict in each chapter, on each page . . . 

stuff that is bloody, dripping, crawling with conflict: That’ll keep them reading. Short 

attention spans need it. Didn’t used to be like that, Boccaccio, did it? But, well, big, 

sensational, in-your-face conflict is contemporary. Conflict,” she tells herself. “You’ll 

learn.” 
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Seeing her tape recorder on a shelf, she pounces on it, turns it on, and begins 

speaking into it: “Ok. So, it’s about an affair that is all tension and conflict. From page 

one, workshop readers want to be clear what the conflict is; they don’t like to be in the 

dark about that. So, make a big sign: ‘Conflict, this way. Get your conflict here’; like the 

old-time newspaper hawkers. ‘Read all about it: Man-eating woman devours two at a 

time.’ Yes! Sounds criminal. Right, build some kind of crime into it. Accidents, affairs, 

and crimes always get people’s attention. Why not include all three? Hey, hang on; 

there’s an idea. The woman” (she decides to call her Bunny Hicks) “has an affair with 

someone” (she decides to call him Johnny Swipes), “a man whose dark, conflict-ridden 

past includes the commission of a conflict-causing crime, and after a lot of conflict he 

gets her to join him in committing a much more heinous crime, and while committing this 

crime they, in conflict with each other, cause a horrible accident, which of course puts the 

victims of the accident in conflict with Bunny and Johnny, and then the police are after 

them. That’s another conflict. But Bunny and Johnny, who are now in a raging conflict, 

it’s escalating, elude capture, and so the multiple conflicts between them and the victims 

and the husband’s lawyers and the police erupt into a climax . . .” 

Satisfied, she turns off the recorder. She sits down at her desk, remembers 

something, grimaces, and turns the recorder on again. 

“But now,” she says into the recorder, “put all of that into scene form. Show us, 

don’t tell. Show us show us show us. They can’t listen to anything like a narrator 

anymore”—and something about their situation reminds her of prisoners banging tin cups 
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against steel bars or babies crying for someone to let them out of their cribs. “But 

showing is what they want, so: Scene after scene after scene with lots of dialogue 

showing the conflict, description showing the conflict, just don’t tell; don’t let the 

narrator tell what’s going on,” she tells herself. “Roll out the pictures. Be a dream studio 

for scenes, that’s right. Make it like a M-O-V-I-E.” She spells the word. 

She turns off the recorder. A memory of one workshop session comes to her. One of 

the more polite writers in the workshop pointed to a tiny bit of summary in her chapter 

and said, “I’d like to see that in description and dialogue.” Given this critical opening, a 

group of less polite writing students hammered supercilious fists on her draft. 

Accompanying the beat of their fists were their voices, chanting in chorus: 

“Give it to us in scene, in dialogue.”  

She could almost hear again their empty tin cups banging out the learned refrain:  

“Let the characters tell it. Don’t talk. Don’t tell.”  

And that triggers another memory. She sits up straighter in her chair, hearing the 

words: “Don’t talk.”  

“Didn’t Osama bin Laden say that to his sister-in-law?” she asks the room. 

It comes to her that many of the writers in writing workshops resemble ultra-

orthodox religious fanatics who think certain people (women, narrators) shouldn’t talk.  

She turns on the tape recorder again. “Narrators,” she says into it, “don’t talk. Never 

mind how improbable it is that characters talk continually. Questioning these kinds of 

prescriptions slows you down when you need to be concerned instead with the fiction 
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writer’s business of dramatizing conflict and pleasing the customer.” She hits the pause 

button while she thinks. But are they customers? On record again, she whispers into the 

little machine: “Are these writing students representative of the huge spectrum of readers 

out there?” She knows that no one in a workshop is going to answer these questions 

because these days writers don’t talk much. They put conflict into scenes in which 

characters talk…  

Now she feels unhappy and confused, so she stops recording. She pulls a piece of 

paper from her printer’s drawer and picks up a pen to jot down some instructions.  

Remember not to put too many characters in a single scene or paragraph-length 

description, she writes. Start with one character; then add another. Three per scene or 

paragraph, tops. Most workshop readers, she knows, can’t cope with being introduced to 

or reading about more than a few characters at a time; “which is odd, isn’t it,” she tells 

the room, “come to think of it. Why can’t they cope with more than two or three 

characters at the start of a novel or two or three characters playing out a scene in a story 

or chapter? They get their scene.” Her indignation mounts. “Why should they also get to 

decide how many characters should be in it?” She thinks for a minute, then writes the 

answer: It doesn’t matter why they can’t keep track of more than one or two characters at 

a time. They’re the readers in the writing workshop; they call the shots because they’re 

the readers.  

“But wait a minute.” She’s up on her feet again, speaking into the tape recorder. 

“They’re not really readers: they’re writers who have to read my writing because reading 
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and commenting on my writing is part of their homework. Annoyed that they can’t focus 

on their own writing, they don’t read carefully but instead skim hurriedly through my 

writing, mainly to see whether I am a better or worse writer than they are.”  

Finally she’s able to understand: Writing workshops are like sordid affairs or 

ridiculous petty crimes; they’re the sort of thing that leads to CONFLICT between writers 

and to . . . ah . . a story for writers in writing workshops.  

 “I wonder,” she asks the room, “if they would like their own Frankenstein?” 
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REFLECTIONS ON A STILL LIFE 
 
 
 

I saw it from the street as I walked past the café’s window: an open magazine 

apparently abandoned by its reader on a table inside, its facing pages densely covered 

with small print, the glossy white paper gleaming garishly against the red vinyl tabletop. 

An empty chair stood beside the small round table, and bright light shone on the scene 

from above like a spotlight on a still life or a stage set, throwing other parts of the interior 

of the café into insignificant shadow. 

Magazines are a common enough sight in city cafés and on another day I might have 

glanced at it and looked away, thought nothing of it and continued walking. But that day 

the magazine spread open on the red table next to the window caught my attention, and I 

stopped to look at it, curious, expecting to see a man return to the table to resume reading. 

If he had finished reading, I thought, I might see him putting on his coat, walking past the 

table, leaving the magazine behind. He might come through the café door just as I 

reached it.  

I came to a stop on the pavement a few feet from the door, as if to meet him on his 

way out. In some restaurants, diners leave newspapers and magazines for other 

customers. He might have deserted the magazine for that reason. He might have taken a 

place at the table because the magazine had been left behind by someone else, and on 
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impulse he’d decided to read it but leave it there when he left—and on and on the relay 

would go, until at the end of the last waiter’s shift the magazine would be taken up and 

removed to a shelf in the back of the café, then taken home or thrown away. 

I knew that the man who had read those pages wouldn’t remember most of what he 

had read. While reading with practiced intensity, acting out a role he had been educated 

into, propelled by memories of people requiring him to read this and that, he had read and 

then forgotten what he’d read. And while reading he had forgotten the world of other 

things and beings. He had forgotten himself. He would have slipped into that state of 

forgetfulness reading produces, filtering out the sounds of people conversing and dishes 

clinking, the movement of people near him, to focus his attention on other things: the 

sculpted letters, the bright glare of the white paper, issues and ideas other people 

considered important, a subject he would forget in an hour. If he were reading there still, 

I thought, I would not see where he had been when he was forgetting me.  

I stood there, trying to see through the window into the interior of the café as far 

back as the serving counter. I wondered if I should go inside to find him. His chair was 

still empty, but his absence marked the scene as meaningful; a subtle energy of escape 

suffused the brightly lit area next to the window. Still, no one came out of the café.  

No, I decided. The reader who reminded me of me had had enough. He had already 

gone. The abandoned magazine left open on the table was a message telling me he had 

gone, and why, and I walked on.   
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